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Louisville signs a 'big'
contract with Denny Crum

Kentucky has 2nd inonm
of record employment

See-story on page 174

uuomo would have made
ideal choice for nomination

See story on page 2A

See story on page 34
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Gunman with grudge shoots policeman,
kills four at Arkansas bar before dying

as
Ronald Reagan

Waiter F. Mondale

News conference stage
for economics battle
By MARTIN CRLTISINGER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) Ronald Reagan and Walter Mondale have had their first clash
over what is likely to be a key
battleground of the fall campaign - taxes. Reagan says he
has "no plans" to raise them.
Mondale says the president is
telling a "fish story."
Mondale says a tax increase is
Inevitable next year, no matter
who is president. But Reagan,
trying to picture Mondale as a
free-spending liberal, says that
Isn't the case.
During a televised news conference Tuesday night, Reagan
charged that Mondale has
"repeatedly and over the years
supported tax increases on any
number of occasions."
Asked if he would flatly rule
out a 1985 request for a tax increase, Reagan at first said
"Yes."
"I have no plans for a tax in -

New life seen
for Mayfield's
old Merit plant
Dillon Manufacturing Co., a
new Kentucky corporation, will
take over a former clothing
plant in Mayfield and produce
men's sport coats, Gov. Martha
Layne Collins' office announced
today.
Dillon will acquire the former
Merit Clothing Co. building on
Sept. 1, according to a news
release.
The new plant is expected to
provide 500 jobs over the next
three years and will involve an
initial capital investment of $3
million, the release said.
The Mayfield City Council today voted to apply for a 8600,000
Economic Development Grant
from the state to help fund the
project.
Dillon officials have reportedly committed the company to $2
million of the cost and five lending institutions in the Mayfield
area are committing themselves
to about $500,000.

crease," he said. "I believe it
would be counterproductive" for
the economic recovery,
However, moments later, the
president appeared to hedge,
saying, "you would have to look
at the tax structure" if a
substantial deficit remained
after all possible spending cuts
had been made.
"But I think we are a long way
from that point with regard to
bringing government down to
where it ought to be brought
down," Reagan said.
Mondale, who is on a fishing
vacation in Minnesota, accused
Reagan of waffling on the issue.
"I've been hearing fish stories
all week, but tonight Mr.
Reagan told a big one," Mondale
said in a statement. "He said
that no tax increases would be
necessary but then proceeded to
open the door for unfair taxes
after the election."
Mondale first raised the tax
issue during his nomination acceptance speech to the
Democratic convention, where
he said:
"Mr. Reagan will raise taxes,
and so will I. He won't tell you. I
just did."
In addition to defending his
administration's economic accomplishments, the president
used his 26th televised news conference to issue a challenge to
the election-year Congress to
pass a batch of pending legislation - including the so-called
balanced budget amendment to
the Constitution, tax breaks for
parents of lower and middle income private school students,
increased retirement benefits
for housewives and a bill permitting student religious groups to
meet after hours in schools.
On other topics, Reagan said:
- He will ask Congress to give
Social Security recipients a costof-living increase next January
regardless of what inflation
does.
- He stands behind his
nomination of former Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator Anne M. Burford
to a government advisory panel
despite a 74-19 vote by the
Senate Tuesday demanding that
he withdraw her name.

HOT SPRINGS, Ark. (AP) A gunman who was wounded in
a shootout with police but
escaped to kill four people at a
motel before dying himself had
twice been thrown out. of the
motel's bar for obnoxious
behavior, a waitress said.
A policeman also wounded in
Tuesday's shootout was in
critical condition today. A
passenger in the gunman's car
and a bar patron were also injured, authorities said.
It was not known whether the
gunman, whose name was not
released, killed himself or was
shot by officers, said police
spokesman Paul Jackson.
The bloodbath began when
Sgt. Wayne Warwick radioed
that he was stopping a green
Dodge carrying four men for a
traffic infraction on a downtown
street in this resort town, police
said.

But when the men got out of
the car, the driver, described as
about 30 years old with dirty
blond hair and a stringy beard,
suddenly pulled a 45-caliber
automatic pistol
In the ensuing shootout, Warwick, 38, was critically wounded
in the neck, abdomen and leg but
emptied his .38-caliber revolver
before collapsing. One
passenger was wounded, and he
and another passenger were immediately apprehended, police
said. The third passenger fled on
foot, but was caught a couple of
hours later, police said.
The driver was also wounded,
but although bleeding, got back
in his car and drove four blocks
to the Grand Central Motor
Lodge.
He entered the motel's lounge
and opened fire with his pistol,
then went back to his car, got a

shotgun and returned to continue shooting, Jackson said.
The dead included the
bartender, the lounge proprietor, a truck driver and a
woman, none of whom were
identified, police and witnesses
said. A bar patron was also
wounded, Jackson said.
Linda Schmidt, a waitress
who had served the gunman on
previous occasions but didn't
know his name, said she left the
bar when she saw him coming
M.
"He gave me the creeps.... He
was not a nice guy; in fact, he
was pretty vulgar. He was
always very dirty. I didn't want
to deal with him," she said.
While Jackson said police
were still trying to determine a
motive for the shootings, Ms.
Schmidt said the slain bartender
and proprietor had both thrown

the gunman out of the bar
previously.
"Both of them had ordered
him out of there, had banned
him," once for being loud and
vulgar, she said
Jackson said he didn't know
whether the officers had fired
any shots, and detectives were
investigating whether the gunman had committed suicide. A
pistol and shotgun were found
near his body, he said.
Warwick, an 11-year police
veteran, was in critical condition today at St. Joseph's
Medical Center after surgery,
hospital officials said.
The other two wounded were
the bar patron and gunman's
passenger.
The gunman's other two
passengers were in police
custody today, but had not been
formally charged, police said.

Jordan working fields with mules
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
There are some things a man
just has to do. Julian Jordan just
has to get behind his-mules and a
plow once a year.
Ask him why, and you'll not
get a complicated answer.
"I've never raised a crop
without a horse or a mule of
some kind," he'll tell you, as his
grandson, Hal Fuqua, and Anthony Manning guide Jordan's
two mules through a tobacco
patch on Hal's Farmington
acreage.
"I paid for everything I got
with mules, before I ever owned
a tractor."
A fellow gets that way. ap-

parently, when he has been
working the fields with mules
since he was small enough to
hide under a burley plant. Mr.
Jordan began working with
mules as a boy being reared by
his grandfather. Lee Alderdice.
That was when most every
farmer in Calloway and Graves
county was plowing and
cultivating without benefit of the
tractor. Now that powerful piece
of modern technology has made
the phrase -stubborn as a mule"
a bit obsolete, as the more tractable tractor has replaced the
faithful beast in the field.
Except at Julian Jordan's
(Coned on page 21

Julian Jordan doesn't continue to harrow with mules just for
old times' sake - he says it produces a better tobacco crop.
When the tobacco gets too high to cultivate with a tractor, he
hitches up 'his two mules and plows the way his grandfather
taught him to.
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Collins will not call special session
ly school administrators
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) not needed, Mrs. Collins said
Gov. Martha Layne Collins says
pushing for more money or
Tuesday.
she expects more support for
"I'm not talking about support ).merely teachers lobbying
education improvements the
legislators for salary
In which people merely say they
next time around, but she won't
Increases."
are with us. I've been that
Call a special session of the
Mrs. Collins' attempt to get a
route," Mrs. Collins said In a
Legislature now.
$324 million tax increase, most
speech to the KASA.
of which would have been spent
She called on the Kentucky
"I mean support in which peoon education, through the
Association of School Adple actively work with us and at
ministrators to help her win that
Legislature fell flat, and she
the very least, take the Initiative
support, saying It will take a
acknowledged that she learned
to tell their state senators and
grassroots campaign to get the
some lessons. "Looking back, I
state representatives exactly
reforms passed
see where I might have done
they stand "
"I've gotten too many phone
some things differently."
Mrs. Collins encouraged the
In a brief meeting with
calls, too many letters, too many
school officials from across the
reporters after the speech, Mrs.
people (have) come up to me -"state to "mobilize grassroots
Collins said there was not
since the session of the
support for this crusade because
Legislature and said. just as this
enough time to get her education
you are leaders In your
group did. 'We tried, but I don't
proposals passed
communities."
think we did quite enough.'"
"We tried to do in three mon"Whatever we attempt in
Until that support is forthcomths what many states have taken
education, we must have the
three years or even longer to acing, a special session, which
support of the people," she said
KASA called for on Monday, is
complish. We didn't have time to
"We cannot succeed lilt Is simp-

put together a coalition."
She told KASA members that
improving schools will coal
more money, and although that
will not ensure better education.
"we also know that insuffIcent
money guarantees educational
mediocrity."
The Council on Educational
Reform, which Mrs. Collins
rec8nUy aptointed, will recom•
mend changes for school
spigot.- end she said she es---'d
wait for its report and then
"take our message to the
people."
William Nall's_ KASA executive director, said he was
"optimistic" about education
proposals despite Mrs. Collins'
decision not to call a special sea(Coned on page 2)
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Today will be partly sunny
hot and humid. A 20 percent
chance of thunderstorms
Highs near 90 Light and
variable winds
Tonight will be partly
cloudy with,, a 20 percent
chance of thunderstorms.
Lows in the upper 80s Light
winds
Thursday will be partly
sunny.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
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Barkley Lake
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Special session...
(Could trent page 1)
Mon now
He said the KASA is planning
a statewide strategy session for
school officials before Sept 1 to
"rally" people behind schools.
"Her response is as much as
we can expect right now because
we agree with her. Nellie said.
"A special session will not be
effective unless the members of
the General Assembly get the
message from home that says,
one, public education must be
improved, number two, we are
looking at ways to Improve the
public schools and, number
three, we are willing to generate
the revenue that is necessary to
pay for improvements," he said.
•. •

Ky. 898 closes
for repair work
Kentucky 893 will be closed for
road work Wednesday between
the 14 and 15 mile marks, near
the South Pleasant Grove
Church, according to the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department. It should be
reopened by tomorrow, officials
said.

In
re-elected to
trustee board
Three incumbent members of
the West Kentucky Rural
Telephone Cooperative Corporation have been re-elected to the
board of trustees.
Elected were Joe Thompson of
Calloway County and Roy M.
Lowe and Beverly Galloway of
Graves County.
They will join the following
trustees whose terms were not
up for election: Cortez Schmidt.
Graves County; Stanley Jones,
Carlisle County; Gail Dobson,
Graves County; Bill Futrell,
Marshall County; W.F. Cary,
Henry County, Tenn.; and Hermon Darnell, Calloway County.
WKR'I'CC serves about 12,300
customers in Graves, Calloway,
Marshall, Carlisle, Hickman
and McCracken counties and
Henry and Weakley counties in
Tennessee.
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Kentucky has second month record employment
FttANKFORT, Ky (AP) —
Kentucky's unemployment rate
dipped MighUy to 8.a percent in
June and there were more Kentucklana at work during the
month than any previous time,
the Cabinet for Human
Resources has reported
Ed Blackwell, the state's
labor market analyst, said the
June figures are another indication that Kentucky is pulling
itself out of economic woes.

There were 1.815,300 Kentucklazu working during June.
28,300 more than in May, when
the previous record was
established
The June
unemployment rate was the
lowest since November 1981 and
down one point from the 9 percent revised figure of May
Kentucky's unemployment
rate has traditionally gone up in
June, much like it has nationwide. With high school and col.

Julian Jordan...
(('ont'd from page 1)
place He was out this week,
oblivious of the late-July sun,
hooked up to his plow with ropes
laced around his wrists, pushing
his mules Sam and Jane through
the fields He cultivated six
acres in an afternoon, first the
dark-fired tobacco of Eugene
Manning, the father of his
grandson's wife, near Kirksey:
later, Hal's field behind Jordan'.own homestead in
Farmington.
It's a pleasant sight,
somehow: Two mules pulling
strong but easy and quiet
through rows of shoulder-high
tobacco, their ears poking above
the leaves, their jaws slowly
working on a blade of corn they

picked up at the other end of the
row
Yea, it's picturesque, but Jordan has a philosophical basis for
all this
"You can't make tobacco
without a woman's track and a
mule," he announces with emphasis, a declaration which his
wife, Georgia Nell. disputes with
a laugh. Making tobacco, by
tractitiorIal ways, is a family
endeavor.
Then why aren't other
farmers out in their fields, roped
to plows behind muscular mules
called Sam, Jane, Daisy and
Sugarbush? Jordan only uses his
mules when the tobacco gets too
high to cultivate with a tractor.
That's when other farmers let

legs students out for the summer, th•r0 usually aren't
enough positions for everyone.
But the growth in employment
in virtually every sector retail/.
ed the problem this year, he
said.
There were more jobs last
month in agriculture, construction, manufacturing, trade and
services. In fact, the only area in
which employment declined was
in government — a reflection of

the closing of schools Blackwell
said.
"It means that we aren't tied
to any one segment of business
or industry for our new jobs," he
said "We need that diversity of
employment opportunities as
more students and possibly
more previously discouraged
workers enter the labor force

‘acant house damaged in Wednesday fire

the weeds have their way. JorThe Calloway County Fire.
dan plows In with his mules, to
RescueSquad responded Tuesbreak up the crust and keep the
day night to a fire at a vacant
house believed to be owned by
avenues clear.
But it looks like hard work: a
Lee Rogers.
concrete block resting on this
A squad spokesman said the
18th-century implement called a
house, located about a quarter of
plow, sweat rolling off the brow,
a mile off Ky. 121 North near the
the mules pulling stronk. Jordan
Calloway-Graves line, suffered
demurs. "Nothing to it," he inminor fire damage and minor
sists. "You just have to know
how."
That means teaching the
mules how to work, getting
around that mulish stubborn
streak and rearing a
cooperative animal. How do you
Vanessa McDaniel has assumteach them to work? "You've
ed her responsibilities as direcgot to work'em," is Jordan's
tor of the Child Care Center at
disarming reply. "Just like a
Murray-Calloway County
boy."
Hospital. She replaces Mrs.
Julian Jordan's mules are 11
Joan Niffenegger who resigned
and 8 years old. A mule can
to begin work on a doctoral prowork from age 2 till he or she is
gram In early childhood
20, Jordan says.
education.
Mules, of course, cannot
A 1978 graduate of Calloway
replicate themselves. They
come from horses and
jackasses. Jordan prefers mules
to horses. Horses, are too high.
tempered, in his view.
Now, plowing a tobacco field
is not the end-all and be-all ore,.
Jordan's dealings with mules.
Lane N. Bridwell, 23, of 1303
Far from it. He seems to enjoy
Mulberry, has been arrested by
trading mules down in middle
Tennessee as much as he does the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department in connection with
anything else.
"Some people like to hunt, an auto accident last weekend.
Bridwell was involved in an
some people like to fish," he
accident on Winchester Road at
observes. "I like to get in a truck
about 4:30 p.m. Saturday. He
and go swap horses."
Jordan trades in the winter. was charged with driving under
His present pair cost him $800 the influence, not having an
operator's license or liability inand $700.
surance, and leaving the scene
Isthat cost-effective?
"I can pay for that pair of of an accident, according to
mules in one day," Jordan Chief Deputy Larry Nixon.
Bridwell was arrested Monasserts, and there's no questioning him. Money, after all, does day and is out of jail on a $4,000
not seem to be the primary surety bond. He will enter a plea
in court at 1:30 p.m. Aug. 1.
object.

CAR SHOP FIRE — A fire broke out at the Barry Bogard auto
clean-up shop at 1202 IA Johnson at 12:33 p.m. Tuesday. The
building, owned by James Lassiter, was damaged extensively by
a fire believed to have been started by ignited paint thinner. A
shop in the same building, the Krazy Koach, also received some
smoke and water damage.

smoke and water damage. The
blaze was reported at 10:05 p.m.
and the squad responded with
four trucks and 10 men.
No determination as to the
cause of the fire has been made
but the spokesman said the Kentucky State Police arson investigator has been contacted.

McDaniel assumes duties
at MCCH Child Care Center

Arrest stems
from accident

10.

this summer "
The total labor force In Kentucky in June was 1,772,800.
Total unemployment was 157,500
in June, compared with 157,100
in May The civilian labor force
includes only non-military people who are employed or those
unemployed people actively
seeking work.

WIGGINS FURNITURE

County High School, Mrs.
McDaniel had been with the
Center on a part-time basis
since it opened in October, 1982.
She holds a bachelor of
science degree in elementary
education, earned in 1981 at
Murray State University.
She is the daughter of Russell
and Jane Curd of the Concord
Highway. She is married to Randy McDaniel, a student at Murray State. They and their
18-months-old son, Joey, live on
Route 2, Hazel,
The Center, licensed for 29
children from infancy to eight
years of age, was established for
the exclusive convenience of
hospital employees, and serves
two of its three shifts.
Ills housed in a renovated sixroom house on Poplar Street on
the hospital grounds.

Correction
The correct dates for free
government commodities being
distributed at the Calloway
County Road Department on
East Sycamore is Wednesday
and Thursday of this week. The
dates were originally listed at
Thursday and Friday.

0

July 31 is the Last Day of Sale
All Furniture and Bedding Must Be Sold and
Cleared Out. The Prices Are "Just Downright
Ridiculous" On 12 Recliners, 4-7 Pc. Dinettes,
3 Small 3 Pc. Dinettes, 6-Gun Cabinets, 2
Curios, A Number of Sofas and Chairs. Love
Seats, Odd Swivel Chairs, 4 Odd Dressers, 43 Pc. Bedroom Suites, 3 Corner Cabinets, 1
Large Pine Dining Room Suite With China, 1
Roll Top Desk, 4 Flat Top Desks, 3 Vinyl Sofas
and Chairs, 4x6 and 6x8 Oriental Rugs,
Several Sets of Good Bedding (In A Number of
Sizes), Hall Trees, Lamps, Clocks, End Tables,
Bookshelves, 4 Set Bunk Beds
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Many Other Items.
Come Help Us Clear Out By Tuesday, July 31.
Thanks Again For 27 Years Of Business
With
Robert & Nell Wiggins
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PERSPECTIVE

Mit-ray Ledget at Times

royko says

Give support to
future leaders

If these were the good old days of
Democratic politics — as seen in
the grainy newsreels — the outcome would be certain. The moment N.Y. Gov. Mario Cuomo
finished his speech, the stunned
delegates would have looked at
each other and gasped: "He's the
guy. He's a winner."
And it would have been goodbye
Fritz, hello Mario, and happy days
are here again Suddenly the
Democrats would ha* had a candidate with more than an outside
chance to win.
If you heard CUOMO'S speech,
you know what I mean. Depending
on who you talked to at this year's
convention, it was the greatest
political speech they ever heard, or
the greatest since Franklin
Roosevelt, or the greatest since
John F. Kennedy.
It read like poetry. And for the
first time in many years,
somebody clearly defined for
Democrats what being a Democrat
means. They needed that. For
years, they've been wondering exactly what they represent. Some
babble on so long when they try to

Prisoners need
some protection
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Wishful thinking about 'candidate Cuomo-

Leadership Murray, one of Murray's newest
organizations with emphasis on development of
leadership qualities in its participants, has great
potential for furthering future development of
the city and involvement of citizens. A first class
has proven this.
Participants in the nine-month program will
be involved in intense study and evaluation of
every aspect of the community including,
government, education, business and industry,
medical, agriculture, community service
organizations and many others.
Increasing awareness of these aspects of the
community will bring participants in Leadership
Murray to a better understanding of how each
hinctions separately and how they work together
for the advancement of Murray.
It is the intent that these dedicated participants will exercise their understanding to
help lead the community into what promises to
be a bright future.
Plans for a second group of participants is now
underway and we encourage community support
for this vital program.

Of course it's absurd to argue that inmates of
prison cells have anything like an unlimited constitutional right to privacy. Even if there were no
security considerations — and obviously there are
— imprisonment necessarily carries with it
deprivations of liberty and privacy. Those
deprivations are inherent in the punishment; one
might say that they are properly part of the
punishment. But to argue. as the U.S'. Supreme .
Court has just done, that the absence of any broad
right to privacy in prison deprives prisoners of
even the most minimal protections against
gratuitous harassment by prison officials is both
cruel and stupid.
In the case before the court, that harassment
concerned not contraband materials or improper
behavior but destruction by prison guards of the
few private and innocent items that a prisoner
may legally possess in his cell: personal letters.
diaries, a Bible, some snapshots. Such possessions, as the court's dissenters argued in a stinging opinion, "may mark the difference between
slavery and humanity" for the individual inmate.
"By telling prisotte!eyttit no aspect of their in
arphoto-of a child to aletter from
a wife; ts•entitled tilItattitutitailit-Akotehacalhe
court breaks the ethical tradition that had been
thought ) was enshrined forever in our
jurisprudence."
One does not need to be either a believer in the
efficacy of rehabilitation or an innocent about the
brutal state of many of today's prisons to insist
that the way a prison treats its inmates does make
a difference, if not in the recidivism rate, than
surely in what it says,about the humanity of the
society which creates and runs those prisons —
even about the courts that rule on the way prisons
conduct themselves. There should be no place
such humane concern cannot reach, no place
beyond the pale. The court's thoughtless decision
the other day has how established such places in
America.

PAGE S-A

explain themselves that eventually
you don't even care. Some want to
drag the Democrats over into the
land of Reagan.
Now they know what they are. Or
what they should try to be.
And Cuomo's delivery? One
listener said it best: "It was like
watching DiMaggio play center
field. Graceful, effortless and
strong."
Ah, but these aren't the good old
days, when delegates came to conventions to find a candidate, not
merely to ratify the dubious results
of primaries.
And so they just sit here, talking
about what a great speech it was,
what a dynamic figure Cuomo is,
how good he made them all feel,
and — kind of wistfully — what a
candidate he would be. Someday.
Then they go on with the script
for nominating Walter Mondale,
the man who causes Reagan's people to lick their chops.
They say it has to be Mondale
because he won it fair and square
In the primaries.
He did? Actually, if you look at
the results of all the primaries, you

find only one clear message from
the Democratic voters: They
weren't very happy with any of the
Democratic candidates. That was
the message in primary after
primary.. And Mondale, with a
hugh organizational effort and the
backing of big labor, happened to
wind up with only a slight edge.
It's easy to see why Mondale
barely limped ahead. He is about
as exciting as a baseball rainout.
It's not his fault. He's intelligent,
witty and decent. But except for
the decency, his qualities don't get
across to voters.
He's been In politics for years.
He's made thousands of speeches.
Not once have I heard someone say
that Mondale moved them, grabbed their emotions, lifted them out
of their seats.
But with his first speech to a national audience, Cuomo had people
all over this convention — and all
over America — talking about how
they choked back tears, or let them
flow; about how they were riveted
to their TV sets as he spoke and
what a rush of emotions they felt
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when he finished.
I don't remember the last time I
heard people talk about being af
fected by a political speech that
way.
Wait, yes, I do remember a
speech that did those things to
many people.
It was four years ago, in a hall In
Detroit. The speaker was Ronald
Reagan, and he was accepting his
party's nomination.
I didn't care for the specifics of
what he had to say. But I was electrified by the way he said it.
And when he finished, I went to
my typewriter and suggested that
the Democrats find somebody
besides Jimmy Carter to take him
on because Carter didn't have a
prayer of winning against
somebody who could sell his
message the way Reagan had
Reagan can still sell. And now he
has the advantage of getting off
helicopters and throwing John
Wayne salutes to the Marine
guards and the network audiences.
And Mondale isn't any livelier a
campaigner today than Carter was
four years ago, and the Democrats
here ought to think about that.
One other thing; I called Cuomo
In New York this morning to ask if
he or a hired writer created his
speech. I have an aversion to politicians reading golden words written
by somebody else.
"I wrote it," Cuomo said. "I
can't read other people's words."
Don't ever try. There's no need.

looking back

BEHIND EVERY MAN IS A GREAT WOMAN
letter to the editor

Reflekshuns on the W. Ky. tongue
To The Editor,
helped you, Mr. Honey. Ya see,
Concerning Charlie "Boy"
Western Kentuckians airs sorts
Honey's "Wondering allowed"
turned that way concerning their
about Northerners and Southerms
neighbors. He even offered you
communicating in yer Satterdey
food and drink. Also, he "carried"
14, 1984 idition.
you down to good ol' Billy Bob
Dear Sir,
Wilson's station.
I ain't never wrote no newspaper
i, as well as everyone in
editor before, because ya see i'm
Calloway County, know ol' Billy
just a plain ol' country boy an i
Bob Wilson real good. ya see, me
don't speak nor rite nothing but the
and some other ol' boys ever winter
West Kentucky tongue, and I wuz
stops over thar at his station and
afeared that wood jist knot kut hit.
spit sum of that thar "far-cured"
I sertainly don't kno, being as humtobacco juice on the hot side of his
ble and ignorant as I am,nothing as
tin heater — Dark "far-cured" hoexotic as what they refer to up in
made no less. That pleases ol' Billy
them Northern countries as the
a hole heap. ya see, hit keeps the
King's English.
humitidy level in his station jist
I shore give considerable thought
rite, and he swares hit also keeps
about asking for help from sum
the rats out fer the hole winter. I'd
people that nose King's English
bet, you being frum one of them
about riting this hear letter. I no
Northern Countries, that ya didn't
sire abel county lawyer, Mr. Max
know about slch thangs. Mr.
Parker, nose King's English, but
Honey. I'd bet there is a lot of
figgered he wuz busy korrespon.
thangs us West Kentucky natives
ding in it, so I didn't call on 'im. ,could learn you if you wood jist let
ya see, th' King's English takes
US.
up a lot of time with speling,
I shore do bOt that thar little
gramer, frases, etc; therefore, I
squire wuz mitey pleased about the
didn't want to take up one of our of.
way you wrote I'm up In the paper
tidal's time scribing me a letter.
about helping you and all; especialNow the West Kentucky tongue
ly about the way you drawed a
cuts rite through the cheese and
parallel (don't kno if I speled that
you can git rite down to stompin'
big word rite or knot) compearing
rats in no time at all!
his in correct grammer against
As i said, Mr. Parker knows the
yawe correct. But then, us people
King's English I'm shore, but I
that only speak the West Kentucky
seems to recalls hear about a year
tongue etre always receptive
a ago Mr. Parker answering a let-. (don't kno
if I got that one neither)
ter frum sum official,up in one of
to people that speak a superior
them Northern Countries in the
(hate big words) language.
West Kentucky tonge; hit wuz hum I certainly do shore hope this
pin' about serving papers on one at
pore exctise fer an epistle will be an
us ol' boys down hear. 01' Max wuz,
enhancing lesson to you, Mr
without a doubt, pressed for time
Honey. In yore pursuit in becoming
when he wrote that letter
fluent In the West Kentucky
So, I reckoned on just scribing
tongue.' see by your article you
this letter on my on to Mr. Honey
have had lessons for two years, but
and hoping he understans the
hit seems you only, nose a few
message
words It is sad indeed, you being a
I shore wuz mitey pleased that
profesional Journalist, that your
one of our Focal soiree stopped and

vocabulary is so incomplete. I
thank you "might could" study a
little harder.
In conclusion, Mr. Honey, I want
to say that when that little sqire,
whoever he is, stopped and offered
to "carry" you to a station, offered
you a drink when he saw sweat
dangling from your nose, and offered you something to eat, there
was nothing wrong with his communication: he was transmitting
right on target; the problem was
that your receiver was set on the
wrong wave length.
Finally, I knows fer a fact that ol'
Billy Bob Wilson is a purty fare
hand at mechanicing. So, I opine
that he fixed yer automobillup real
good so that hit won't lay down on
ya agin at least until ya become
more proficient in the West Kentucky tongue. I shore do sertainly
hope he did.
Ya'll have a nice day and don't
try to worry about nothing.
Bye now,
Clint "Boy" Colson
Box 6
Kirksey, Ky 42054

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
41FL

Ten years ago
Gov. Wendell H. Ford has announced an allocation of $780,000 to
Murray State University to be used
to renovate the Carr Health
Building,
Katie M. Overcast, treasurer of
Grove 126 of the Woodmen of the
Wcd, and Loretta Jobs, field
representative for WOW, are plctutoed presenting a check te Roberta Tarry and Barbara Harrell of
the Murray Art Guild toward the
purchase of an outdoor light for the
front of the guild building.
Miss Patricia Gale Tabers,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.H.
Tabers, Sr., and Glenn Dale
Hughes, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
E. Hughes, were married at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. N.L. Frazier.
Karen Hargrove got her first
hole-in-one in golf while playing
with Laura Parker and Mabel
Rogers at the Oaks Country Club.
Mrs. Lydia Cain of Fern Terrace
Lodge was honored with a dinner
on her 90th birthday at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Theron Riley
and Mr. Riley.
Twenty years ago
Construction of a watershed lake
and dam on Clarks River near
Wiswell is nearing completion, according to watershed officials.
The Murray-Calloway County
Mental Health Center is making
plans to be in full operation on Sept.
1 on the third floor of the Convalescent Division of the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cannedy on
July 21.
John C. Waters of the Kentucky
Historical Society presented a program on the early history of Murray, Calloway County and Jackson
Purchase at a meeting of the Murray Kiwards Club
Mrs. Barbara Kittelberger of
Mansfield, Ohio, is the guest of her
daughter, Mrs. Verne Kyle and
daughter, Kathy

Thirty years ago
Pvt. Max Horace Churchill, Jr.,
will leave tomorrow from Fort
Lewis, Wash., for a tour of duty
with the Army in Japan.
Marjorie Shroat Huie of the Bank
of Murray Is attending a meeting of
the Kentucky Group of the Association of Bank Women at Louisville.
She is moderator on a member
forum panel.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Lawson and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Vance,
William Cain of Radio Station
WNRS is attending New York
University's Six-Weeks Summer
Workshop in Television and Radio •
In New York City.
Paul Garland Is minister of the
Pleasant Valley Church of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Holland
and children, Betty Ann and James
Ray, of Detroit, Mich., are the
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Milburn Rolland
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Glover —Murphy vows to be said Mrs. Jordan honored on 70th birthday

Lora Ann Glover and Carl Michael Murphy to marry

The engagement and
approaching marriage
of Miss Lora Ann Glover
to Carl Michael Murphy, son of Mr and Mrs.
Murphy of
Carl E
Almo, has been announced by her parents,
Paul Glover and Ms
Kay Taylor.
Miss Glover is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs Frank Glover
of Carmi, Ill., and of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl
Blakemore of Enfield,
Ill
The bride-elect is a
1982 graduate of
Calloway County High
School.
Mr. Murphy is the
grandson of Mrs.
Maybelle Davis of
Princeton and the late
Garland Murphy, and of
Mrs. Helene Hering of
Vaihingen, West Germany, and the late
Wilhelm Hering.
The groom-elect is a
1977 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. He presently is
self-employed at Mike's
Body Shop.
The private wedding
ceremony will be solemnized on Friday, Aug.
17.

Gray and Requarth
wedding Saturday
at Cherry Corner
Final plans have been
completed by Miss Steel
Gray and Eddie Requarth for their wedding
on Saturday. July 28, at
7:30 p.m. at the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Richard C. Gray of
Murray.
The groom-elect is the
son of Ms. Anna Requarth and Gerry Requarth, both of Murray.
The Rev. David Fambrough will perform the
double ring ceremony.
Music will be presented
by The Kings Sons.
Miss Gray has chosen
Miss Wege Rushing as
her maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be
her sister-in-law, Debbie Gray, and her
sisters, Lindi and Tambi
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Gray, both of Lubbock,
Texas.
The junior bridesmaid
will be Mitzi Parker.
Mr. Requarth has
chosen Tony Herndon to
serve as his best man.
Chad Cochran, Mike
Gough and Mark McCuiston will serve as
groomsmen.
Rustin Gray, brother
of the bride-elect, and
Randal Scott, brotherin-law of the groomelect, will be ushers.
Adam Scott, nephew
of the groom-elect, will
be ring bearer.
Mrs. Sherri Scott,
sister of the groomelect, will keep the
register.
Directing the wedding
will be Mrs. Patsy Dyer.
A reception will follow
the ceremony in the
church fellowship hall
and yard.
Serving at the reception will be Miss Karen
Adams, Miss Missy
Emerson, Miss Bettie
Moore and Miss Jill
Morris.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

TO BE SEEN IN SOAP OPERA — Tina Harrell Wissmann, formerly of Murray, and now a
resident of Anaheim, Calif.. will appear in a portion of the new soap opera, "Santa Barbara,"
which will debut on NBC Television on Monday,
July 30. Mrs. Wissmann is a graduate of the Barbizon School of Modeling in California where she
now does professional modeling and acting
through Linda Marie's Modeling and Talent
Agency. She attended Calloway County High
School before moving to California. She is married to Jon Wissmann, a graduate of Murray
High School. She is the daughter of Everett and
Frankie Harrell of Rt. 1. Hazel.
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The children and
families of Rosa and Joe
Williams recently met
at the Community Room
of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank for a
reunion.
A potluck meal was
served.
Attending were the
following:
Mrs. Nellis Wllliams,
Mrs. Estelle McDougal.
Mrs. Jewell Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred
Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Williams and

son, Jake,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Buddy Williams and
children, Jimmy and
Kelly, from Woodbridge, Va., Mr. and
Mrs. J.D. Robinson,
Cindy and Lori
Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Swift, Donnie Swift.
Trine and Amy Ross,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hancock and children,
Christa and Heather,
from Union City, Tenn.,
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Mrs. Jordan with the family of her son, Eddie Norkman of
Murray, on her 70th birthday.

Mrs. Jordan with the family of her son, Tom Workman of Murray, on her 70th birthday.

Mrs. Jordan with the family of her daughter, Marian Lockett.
Egan of Ardmore. Pa., on her 70th birthday.

Mrs. Jordan with the family of her son, Max Workman of
Mayfield, on her 70th birthday.

Williams family meets for reunion at local bank room
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Mrs. Myrtle Jordan
was honored on her 70th
birthday on July 3 with a
dinner and family reunion of all of her
children, 11 grandchildren and six greatgrandchildren.
A family dinner was
held on Monday evening, July 2, for the immediate family at the
Western Sizzlin
Steakhouse, Murray.
On her birthday, July
3, a barbecue picnic was
held at the Mansard's
Island Resort near
Paris Landing, Tenn.,
where the families from
out-of-town had been
vacationing.
Mrs. Jordan, the
former Myrtle Jones, is
the daughter of the late
Alvis and Iva Duncan
Jones. Her first husband, Otis Workman,
died in March 1958. She
later married Merritt
Jordan who died in
January 1977. A stepson
is James G. Jordan of
Stillwater, Okla.
Attending were the
following:
Mrs. Jordan's
daughter, Marian
Lockett-Egan, husband,
Doug Egan, and son,
Stephen Lockett, Ardmore, Pa.; her granddaughter, Cindy and
husband, Daryl Klenk,
from Upper Darby,Pa.;
her granddaughter,
Reed Nasser, husband,
Phil, and children, Matthew and Allison, from
Oak Brook, Ill.; her
granddaughter, Jennifer Potts, and
children, Jessica and
Sarah, from Atlanta,
Ga.; her grandson,
George Madison Potts,
Denver, Colo.;
Mrs. Jordan's son,
Tom Workman, wife,
Anne, and son, Jed; her
grandson, Terry
Workman, wife, Glenda,
and children, Jason and
. Jeremy, Murray;
' Mrs. Jordan's son,
Max Workman, wife,
Darlene, and children,
Russ and Kelly,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Jordan's son, Ed
Workman, wife, Linda,
and children, Lisa and
Greg, Murray.
Also attending the
festivities were Erin
McGinley, Denver,
Colo.; Colleen Reno,
Vidalia, Ga.; the
honoree's sister, Ruth
Spann, along with A.A.
(Red) Doherty, Hazel
Workman, Jo Burkeen
and Karen Hall, Murray; Jo and Hershel
Burton and Mollie
Cochran, Mayfield; Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph
Workman, daughter,
Robin, and granddaughter, Rachel,
Paris, Tenn.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Randy Brandon and
Holly, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Williams, Mr. and

Mrs. Stevie Williams
and children, Dee Dee
and Tina,
Jeff Amons, Scott
Barrow, Mr. and Mrs.

Garden therapy used at hospital
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Patients at Our
Lady of Peace Hospital
are growing self-esteem
In their garden.
The technique is called garden therapy, and
the cultivation does not
stop with the nurturing
of green things
"Plants don't ever let

you down. You take care
of plants and they'll respond to that ... Some of
these kids have been let
down by people," Terry
Filter, an educational
therapist at the hospital,
said.
Ms. Filter had
operated a small
nursery on the hospital
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Frank Page, Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Elkins, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Craig
and son, Mitch, and Mr.
and Mrs. J.D. Poyner.

SouthRide Shopping Crow. Murray-. Ky.

grounds until this spring, when she began
training teen-age patients in the garden
therapy program.
Twenty-seven patiens
are enrolled in the class,
which meets an hour a
day, five days a week
and includes lectures,
greenhouse and field
work.
Dr. Robert Stewart,
clinical director of the
hospital's Youth Treatment Services, said
many of the people In
the gardening class suffer from depression,
often as a result of problems at home, and that
others suffer from drug
and alcohol abuse.
"We're interested in
anything thas
their self-esteem ...
.....7.7ting that makes
them feel better about
themselves," Stewart
said.
The idea of gardening
as therapy has been us(Cont'd on page 5A)
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PETS OF THE WEEK - Tasha, a two-yearold Great Dane, top photo, is very gentle and
needs a home with room to roam. Sebastian, a
male kitten who was abandoned in Gatesborough
Estates, bottom photo, is about six months old.
He as injured when found by a resident and
placed at the Animal Shelter, but has now
recuperated and needs a good home. The shelter,
located at 105 E. Sycamore Ext., just east of
South Fourth Street. is operated by the Humane
Society of Calloway County. Hours of the shelter,
open to the public, are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, 10 a.m. to
noon. Thursday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday. and
noon to 4 p.m., Sunday.

CLASS REUNION - Members of the Murray High School Class
of 1964
nnij for a reunion on Saturday, June 30. A morning event
was held at the
Murray Middle School with the evening banquet at the Curtis
Center,
Murray State University. Attending were, from left, front
row. Betsy
Sprunger Petty, Judy Howard Carroll, Sheila Polly Grogan,
Sandy
Costello Coleman, Kay Wallis Crouch, Diane Vaughn Wells,
Betsy
Blalock Bucy, Ann Russell Kane, Barbara McDaniel Barnett,
Jennifer
George Crouse; second row,Jimmy Hughes, Fredrickia Jones Hargros,e,
Paul Butterworth, Davanna Greenfield Woods. Letha Young
Duncan,
Susan Sparks Nutter, Margaret Bryan Thacker. (;inn', Shelton
Speed,
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Janet Guthrie Magness, Pat Dill McMinn, Faye
McClure Billington.
Kathy Kyle Wade, Beverly Lassiter Gilpatrick, Rob
Poole; third row
Lewis Perry, James Hornbuckle. Danny Glover. Billy
Joe Hodge. Dan
Jones, Kelly Woods, Ed Outland, John Rose, Nick Terhttne,
Larry Ryan,
Tommy Sanders, John Sutter, Bill Wilson, Ralph Jackson.
Jerry Fulton,
Guinn Jones, Steve Sexton, Harry Weatherly, Shawn
Bucy, Barbara
Caldwell Weyganalt, Patsy Wilson Massey. Dwain
James, Patsy Lax
Dulle and Jim Ellis.
Photo by Allison Photography

Writer pleased at having lunch with two-year-old
By ESTELLE
SPICELAND
One Sunday recently I
found a way to forget all
the petty worries which
rob us of so much serinity here
I dined at a table by

(Cont'd from page 4A)
ed since the late 1800s to
help relieve stress and
anxiety and restore patients' belief in the
possibility that their
lives will be
rejuvenated.
The project is located
on a section of the
83-acre hospital grounds
and an old greenhouse
was repaired for use by
the classes.
While the program is
scheduled to last only in
the summer, Ms. Filter
said she'd like to continue it in the winter on
an elective basis with
students raising plants

in the greenhouse.
Some students have
responded to the
therapy better than
others, she said.
"Some get a little
frustrated when their
plants aren't doing as
well as some of the
others," she said, adding that she's a big
believer in garden
therapy.
The main purpose of
the class is therapeutic.
but the students also are
learning some skills,
too. "By the time they
leave," Ms. Filter said,
"we hope they could get
a job at a nursery.

the side of a little two maculate until he tried who go by the poem:
year old boy, Andrew eating strawberry cob'Parents, careful,
McClure who fed bler with his spoon up- ought to be.
himself first from his side down.
Some little fellows
plate, then from mine,
Both he and his little
both of us enjoying it three year old cousin, follow me.
equally.
I do not dare to go
Michelle McClure, are
His Sunday School carried to church astray
clothes had been im- regularly by parents
For fear my child

RECITAL PRESENTED - Mrs. Linda Wright recently
presented a recital featuring her students.
Receiving performance trophies included, from left, back
row, Kela Conley, Mehl Willie. Mrs. Wright,
Beth Henninger, front row, Kerni Conley, Tammie Jones,
Brian Rudolph, Shelley Rudolph and Roger
Hutson. Also featured in the recital which included vocal
selections with piano, organ, guitar, flute,
electronic keyboard and drum were Benjamin Wright,
liaDonna Randolph, Jennifer Wright, Wendy
Smotherman, ideal piano student, Ryker Wilson, Kevin Kelly
and Lisa Barnett. Willie got trophy for
most piano practice and Jones for most guitar practice. Unable
to attend %%ere Jonathan Lessmtut, Lori
Adams and Chris Adams. Certificates were presented to all
those who participated in the previous
recital.

4. "The Walking
Drum," Louis L'Amour
5. "The Aquitaine
Progression," Robert
Ludlum
6. "The Gremlins
Storybook," George
Gipe
7. "Deep Six," Clive
Cussler
8. "The Ha)," Leon
Uris
9. "Heretics of Dune,"

DeVantis
Wednesday 4 to 11 P.M.

Best seller fiction and non-fiction
Best seller books of
the week of July 22 as
released by Time
magazine were as
follows:
FICTION
1. "... And Ladies of
the Club," Helen
Hooven Santmyer
2. "Lincoln," Gore
Vidal
3. "Full Circle,"
Danielle Steel

will follow me."
brings traffic through
New Concord post this little village from
master, Tim Graves everywhere, and the
and his charming wife coming of the lake
of Keniana Shores populated all the hills
recently spent a week and valleys.
attending a post
A fire in May 1984
masters' convention destroyed Concord's
and the Worlds Fair.
post office. We learned
Assistant post that "it Is no secret what
mistress, Mrs. Bobby God can do."
Meador and mail carA former New Conrier, Mrs. Debbie cord grade student, now
Kingins, kept the mall a University teacher,
going while work pro- Gene Lovins, and wife,
gresses on the complete surprisingly offered to
renovation of the little buy the little white
white building on the house and convert the
Concord Corner which is ground floor into' a
now the New Concord modern post office. It
post office.
answered prayer.
The little garage
Appropriately,
apartment dates back to Rainey and Gene workFebruary 1940 when ed side by side daily and
Rainey Lovins and wife, fortunately found exBerline Wisehart cellent carpenters and
Lovins, became its first new corners, Mr.
tenants before electrici- Vanderford living on
ty came to Concord. Cypress Creek, Clayton
Rainey, the mechanic, Becker, Mt. Carmel
put in a Deco plant vicinity, then having
which later when the Don Price available
garage became a with a back hoe, and so
grocery, enabled New many others giving
Concord grade and high assistance that it is
school students to buy hoped that New Concord
ice cream cones at Post Office in its new
recesses.
capacity and with all its
Now all old Con- face-lifting, will serve
corders are gone. The for many more years,
school building stands even more people than it
empty, but a highway has served in the past.

Frank Herbert
10. "The Butter Battle
Book," Dr. Seuss
NON-FICTION
1. "Eat to Win," Dr.
Robert Haas
2. "The Kennedys,"
Peter Collier & David
Horowitz
3. "Wired," Bob
Woodward
4. "In God's Name,"
David A. Yallop

7. "Chef Paul
5. "Nothing Down,"
Robert Allen
Prudhomme's Loui6. "Zig Ziglar's Secret siana Kitchen," Paul
of Closing the Sale," Zig Prudhomme
8. "The Nightmare
Ziglar
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Suzette Vaughn loses 98 pounds on Weight Watchers' plan
By guru ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
"Lose weight while you
sleep!"
'Lose 10 pounds in 10 days
without exercise or dieting!
"Take off those unwanted
pounds with the all new wonder
diet!"
The claims offering hope to
overweight Americans of a
quick, easy way to lose weight
are endless but unfortunately
many of them are not effective
while others are just plain
hazardous to one's health.
But Suzette Vaughn of Murray
will tell you she has found a safe
and effective way of losing
weight and keeping it off.
And if what she says doesn't
convince you she can show you
some pictures of herself that
surely will
A member of the local Weight
Watchers group, Vaughn has
recently completed a 98 pound
weight loss and is learning
behavior modification skills to
help her maintain her new
weight.

Suzette Vaughn before and
after her 98 1,4 pound weight loss.

She has recently been asked to
become a clerk/receptionist for
her local class and is in the process of training for that position.
She says the previous clerk told
her that working for Weight
Watchers provides a little extra
incentive to maintain weight
loss.
Commenting on her weight
loss, Vaughn jokingly says that
when she goes into a grocery •
store and sees 50 lb. bags of pet
food she tells herself 'I used to
carry two of those around in excess weight.'
She says she was "always

heavy" but during pregnancy
and following delivery of her
daughter Gidget, now 13. she
gained about 50 additional
pOunds.
"I had lost weight before by
counting calories," she said
recently. "but I got bored with
counting everything. I guess I
lost about 32 or 33 pounds that
way," she says
But as with any abandoned
weight loss program — she
gradually gained back the unwanted pounds
"I even tried Weight Watchers
once before but I didn't have my
mind set to it so I quit.
"But I just got tired of hauling
my weight around and made up
my mind I was going to lose it."
She had a friend who was attending the weekly meetings so
"I decided to go, too," she adds.
That was on Jan. 3 of last
year. She completed her 98 1,‘
pound weight loss on May 21 of
this year and began her
maintenance program the next
day.
She says she had "no problems staying on the program. I
was really hungry one week but
I didn't go off of it (the Weight
Watchers' program)."
She, like several others in the
local class who have lost weight
and are maintaining their goal
weights, is being taught to
gradually add calories to her
daily food intake. She continues
this process until she determines the right amount of
calories needed to maintain her
desired weight, she explains.
The Weight Watchers food
program combines nutritional
diet and an optional limited exercise program with group sup-

port at weekly meetings.
near Symsonia, hal }Oat a total
At these meetings, Vaughn ex- of 83 pounds and
often draws
plains, she can express feelings gasps of disbelief
from new
about her weight problem and members when she
shows her
know she will be understood. She "fat picture". She joined
Weight
says she enjoys sharing her Watchers in 1975.
weight loss experience with the
A recent visit to the Murray
other members and hopes that class from the assistant
director
her story will inspire others
of Weight Watchers of KenVaughn says the caring, tucklana reveals
that the
friendly atmosphere and ac- management of the
organization
quaintance with others who also knows the trials and
tribulahave weight problems has been tions of weight problems.
the key to her success with the
Wanda Wright, who has been
Weight Watchers program.
professionally associated with
During her Monday evening Weight Watchers for
15 years
visits to the class, which meets proudly boasts of a
105-pound
at the First Presbyterian weight loss and
continued sucChurch at 18th and Main streets, cess with maintaining
that loss.
Vaughn will most likely see
And Kay Morrissey, the KenLavelle Beall among the
familiar faces. This acquain- tucklana franchise director who
tance assures her that she can Is seen on Weight Watchers'
maintain her weight loss commercials has lost 42 pounds.
Weight Watchers program inbecause Beall has lost 115 14
pounds and has maintained that formation explains that the current registration fee is $20 and
loss for a little over five years.
that regular members are reBeall, Rt. 8, Murray, also says quired to pay a $7 fee each week.
attending the meetings has been But Vaughn says "it's worth the
a major factor in being able to cost."
maintain her weight loss.'
"It's not as high as others
Weigh-in at the Murray class (weight loss programs) and you
Is from 8-8:45 p.m. with the can eat the same food the rest of
meeting beginning at 7.
your family eats. You just may
While there are those who have to prepare it a little
have lost — or are losing — up- differently."
wards of 50 pounds there are just
"I hope this (article) will help
as many who go to Weight Watsome person who wants help
chers to lose 10 or 15 pounds.
with a weight problem and 111
Even though the amounts looking for support,"
she says
vary — the problem of being earnestly.
overweight is a common one.
Now that she has control of
And it's not just common her weight, the
part-time beautiamong Weight Watchers cian and antique
dealer says she
members but also the organiza- has acquired
another problem.
tion's staff. The local Weight
"I'm having trouble realizing
Watchers lecturer, Janet that I'm a
thin person. It's just
Housden who makes her home hard to
believe."

Coining C0111111unity events

FOR SALE

Wednesday,July 25
Free government
commodities will be
distributed from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Road
Department.
————
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Resort
Park Lodge.

Vinyl Matching
Couch & Chair
$10000 Call
753-8035.

Thursday,illy 24
Murray•Calloway
Cnonty Jaycee Women
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Pagliai's. For informs.-

Wanda Wright, assistant
director of Weight Watchers of
Kentuckians, before and after
her 105 pound weight loss.

BEAT THE HEAT
Come in
Today For A
Cool, Quick,
Relaxing Tan!

CHOOSE ANY TWO:
'
TOP SIRLOIN-REG. CUT
'
CHARBROILED CHICKEN BREAST
'
FRIED CLAMS
'PETITE FRIED SHRIMP
•4 VARIETIES OF FISH
(To Choose From) 112 ORDER
'CHICKEN BREAST STRIPS
PLUS POTATO, SALAD BAR &
DRINK
AVAILABLE AS A

Suntanna
Summer
Special
5For$20
1 OFor$40
1 5Fors55
Expires Aug. 31

Hwy. 641 N. 753-4141
•Certale Moves May Not Be Included
Trckets Good Mon Thru Thur Only

Thursday,July 26
tion call 759-4478.
————
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
————
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Junior Golf will be at 9
a.m. at Murray Country
Club.
————
Junior Golf will be at9
a.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
————
Sibling Class will be
from 8:30 to 7:30 p.m. in
Third Floor Classroom,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. To enroll
children call 753-5131,
extension 338.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Bog Slog from 2 to
5 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
————
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park Lodge.
————
Reservations for the
Colourisma Workshops,
Aug. 2-4, at Calloway
Public Library should
Jane Sisk, 753-9689
————
The Single Connection
will have its discussion
meeting at 7:30 p.m. on
third floor, Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church. For
information call Dick at

Thursday,July 26
436-2174 or Jill at
753-1701 or 753-6854.
Free government
commodities will be
distributed from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Road
Department.
————
Friday, July 27
Golden Age Club will
not meet this month.
————
Distribution of
government commodities will not be
today.
————
Wranglers Riding
Club will have a trail
ride starting at 8 p.m. at
home of Jenny Woods at
Almo. For information
call 753-0530.
————
Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
————
Annual salad luncheon by Murray
Business and Professional Women will be
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church. Tickets
will be aVallable at the
door,
————
Gospel singing will be
at 7 p.m. at Trinity
Christian Center.
————
No twilight golf will be
at Murray Country Club
because of practice
rounds for the Murray
Invitational.
————
Make Today Count
will meet at 10 a.m. in

New Summer Hours...
Mon -Set. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

Friday, July 27
Friday,July 27
private dining room of
_
Murray-Calloway Coun"Sing Out, Ken•
ty Hospital.
tucky!" will be
————
presented at 8 p.m.
Twilight Golf is all...ale Barkley State
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. Park Lodge.
at Oaks Country Club.
————
Events at Murray
"Finian's Rainbow" Moose Lodge will inwill be presented at 8 clude games at 8 p.m.
p.m. by Community and entertainment by
Theatre at Murray- Steve, Serita and Jim
Galloway County Park. from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Local congregation,
Jehovah's Witnesses
attends convention
The Murray Congregation of Jehovah's
Witnesses was among
the delegates to the
"Kingdom Increase"
District Convention held
in Memphis, Tenn., this
past weekend.
An audience of 7,314
were in attendance at
the Mid-South Coliseum
for the final session Sunday when Herbert
Johnson of Brooklyn,
N.Y., spoke on the subject "A Government
That Accomplishes
What Man Cannot."

tures" published by the
Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society of Pennsylvania, a 192-page
book entitled Survivors
Into A New Earth and a
32-page brochure. "The
Divine Name That Will
Endure Forever."
The convention held in
Memphis; was one of 119
to be held in 85 cities in
the United States this
summer, Doran said.

DOLLY PARTON
Country singing is
among the talents that
have helped Dolly ParGarvin Doran, an ton become a celebrity.
elder in the Murray con- Not
as well known is the
gregation, said the four. fact that she
is an acdaygathering included complished songwriter.
the release of a new She wrote 14 songs of
cross-referenced and "Rhinestone," a 20th
annotated edition of the Century Fox movie in
"New World Transla- which she costars with
tion of the Holy Scrip- Sylvester Stallone

Barn
Murray, Ky.

Flippens Freestone Peaches
18°2 50!
=25°., $45:?...fi,
$909.

$

Malays Al Your Canning & Freezing Need

the shoe tree
SOUTMS.Of MANOR

Sure-Gell
Fruit Pectin $
Canning &
Pickleing Salt

Fruit Fresh
Fruit Acid
$

92:lba

49

White n
a0
Vine ar Uvqt.
Y2 Bushel
Canning Tomatoes.
$ 50
Peck of reenng

MURRAY KENTUCKY

Green Peppers$350
COMO 00 In

And Browse Around —Flippons Hillbilly Bern Quickly Becoming

trli
!

THE MURRA% I t.t.H.EK &

DATEBOOK
Hicks meeting Saturday

The Annual Salad Benefit Luncheon of the
Murray Business end Professional Women will
be Friday. July 27, from 11 a.m. to 2p.m in the
Fellowship Hall of the First Baptist Church
South Fourth Street. Just off the court square
Tickets are 13 each and can be purchased at the
door the day of the luncheon Jo Beth Robertaor
is chairman of the luncheon and urges the publl,
to attend.

Commodities to be given
Free government commodities are being
distributed today (Wednesday) and Thursday.
July 25 and 26, at the Calloway County Road
Department on East Sycamore Street. Hours of
distribution are 9 a.m. to 330 p.m. Persons are
asked to note the change from the dates listed on
Tuesday.

-

Reunion scheduled

Chicken recipe is released
By CEC1LY
BROWNSTONE
FAMILY FARE
Copycat Chicken, Salad,
Baked Potatoes, Sour
Cream, Lemon Tart and
Coffee
Copycat Chicken
It's the "make-and•
bake" version repeated
by request. •
cup all-purpose
flour
14 cup fine dry
breadcrumbs
1 tablespoon
cornstarch
1 teaspoon sugar
1, teaspoon chickenflavor instant bouillon
granules
41 teaspoon salt
1,i teaspoon paprika

IA teaspoon dried
minced onions
lAs teaspoon garlic
powder
214•pound chicken, cut
up
1 tablespoon corn oil
In large plastic bag
shake together flour,
breadcrumbs, cornstnrch. sugar, bouillon,
salt, paprika, onion and
garlic powder. Brush
chicken on all sides with
oil. Shake chicken
pieces, two at a time, in
bag of flour mixture.
Bake in single layer in a
shallow baking pan in
preheated 400-degree
oven for 20 minutes;
turn chicken and bake
20 minutes more.

FRESH
GROUND99
BEEF

Division plans meeting

"Making Color Work For You" will be the
theme of the workshops to be conducted by Barbara Ensor and Vicki Blandford, color fashion
consultants from Atlanta, Ga., at the Calloway
County Public Library. Sessions will be at 7 p.m.
on Thursday. Aug. 2, at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. on Friday, Aug. 3, and 10 a.m. on Saturday, Aug. 4.
Also makeup workshops will be on Friday and
Saturday at 2 p.m. A few openings are still
available and for registration contact Jane Sisk
at 753-9689 by Thursday, July 26. The color
analysis fee is $35 per person and the makeup
workshop is $20 per person, but both sessions
may be taken for $50. A deposit of $15 is required
at the time of registration, Mrs. Sisk said.

The Single Connection will meet for its weekly
discussion on Thursday, July 26, at 7:30 p.m. on
the third floor of Educational Building, First
United Methodist Church. "Stress Management" will be the interactive program presented
by Dr. Holcomb, an associate professor of
Guidance and Counseling at Murray State
University. For information call Dick at 436-2174
or Jill at 753-1701 or 753-6654.

COSTS LESS!

The Sheppard Reunion will be held Saturday.
Aug. 25, at 6 p.m. at Bob Noble Park, Paducah_
Persons are asked to bring a potluck dish and
musical instruments

Color workshops planned

Singles plan meeting

WHERE
SHOPPING

Make Today Count is scheduled to meet Friday, July 27, at 10 a.m. in the private dining room
of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is
an organization formed as a group for people living with life-threatening illnesses, their family
members and other interested individuals.

Homecoming Sunday

Rose Ball Saturday

The First Armored Division Association,
Louisville Area Chapter, will have its convention
at the Galt House, Louisville, Sept. 5, 6, 7 and 8
All former members of the division who served
during World War II are invited to attend, according to Andrew Kiddey, chairman of publicity.

CB.

PKG 49c

BUDD1G

Granddaughter of
Murrayans to marry
Mr. and Mrs. W. Stine Isenhower of Conover.
N.C., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Ann
Vaughn, to Randolph Arthur Rothschild, son of
Mrs. Arthur Rothschild of Denver, Colo., and the
late Mr. Rothschild.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn of Murray and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. John A. Isenhower of Conover,
N.C.
Miss Isenhower graduated from St. Mary's
College, Raleigh, N.C., and was presented itt the
Shelby Junior League Debutante Ball. She has
degrees in secondary education and theatre from
Concordia Collge, Seward, Neb. The bride-to-be lives in Houston, Texas, where
she is pursuing a master's degree in clinical
psychology at the University of Houston.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Concordia
College, Seward, Neb. He will receive a master's
degree in psychology in August from the University of Houston.
Mr. Rothschild is a teacher and varsity soccer
coach at the Lutheran High School Association in
Houston.
The wedding Is planned for Saturday, Aug. 11,
at the St. Matthew Lutheran Church. Houston.
Texas. The Rev. Howard J. Patten, former
pastor of Concordia Lutheran Church in Conover, N.C., will officiate.

FROZEN

2

MEATS

FRIED
CHICKEN

°'

89c PIZZA
1090 PIE SHELLS
PAR PS

•WEINERS

17 a,

FROZEN

10 LB

BEEF PATTIES

COMPARE & SAVE

HARVEST FARE "FANCY

31c
CREAM CORN ....
31c
SLICED CARROTS...
31c
SPINACH
31c
TOMATO PASTE
CAN 29c
MUSHROOMS
49c
POTATOES
1:Ii; 85c
GREEN BEANS ....
HARVEST FARE "FANCY"

NATURE'S PICK "FANCY"

16 ex
CAN

CORNED BEEF HASH

16 oz
CAN

LEAF 16 oz
CAN

NATURE'S PICK "FANCY"

6 oz

PIECES

4 oz.
SIZE

INSTANT

BUITONI

A NATURAL TREAT

AND

DILL

HAMBURGER SLICES
PACKETS - SUGAR SUBSTITUTE

SWEET N LOW

CANNER
PrtESSffcooKER

9.
97
4

ANGE

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

31

CA N

LEMONADE
CRINKLE CUT
) H
"A ,

REG OR BUTTERMILK

BISCUITS

17 Qt. Holds 24 Half Pt.
10 ki
Ptasoorn7JQ
arts
.

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

AFFLE SYRUP ....
OVEN BEST

Selo Price

79c

PARK

69c

100 c,

TEA BAGS

1

PKG

REG DRIP. ELEC PERK

MARTHA WHITE

7 5 oz

27c

14 oz
CAN

1 09

CORN MUFFIN MIX. SIZE
EAGLE BRAND MILK

COFFEE
LEMONLIME

GATORADE

260z
CAN

379

32 or
JAR

65c

Rice, Pasta, Beans
GOLDEN WHEAT

7 25 ox, 113 _

MAC & CHEESE... Box A.
DRY PINTO OR

4•01
.
7"

NORTHERN BEANS

'p6'E 39c

WIDE OR EXTRA WIDE

49c

1°
oz
NOODLES
PKG
ts oz. MI
PORK N' BEANS. CAN

MEG Retail
51 98

4 Qt.

Alum

MEG Retail
43.98

Model
01210

Sale Price

RED

24.84

RIPE

Model
01350
Model
01310

Sale Price

64.97
Sale Price

29.27

44.97
Sale Price

WATERMEL•NS

39,97

Mirro 12 Qt. Alum. Retail 65.97 Sala 42.87 M051,
Mirro 6 Qt, Alum. Retail 57 75 Sale 34.49 M0596
Mirro 21 Qt. Cooker Calm:
Non Pressure Retail 21.97 Sale 12.97 ModerM0320

HILLMARK DIS. LARGE SELECTION OF CANNING
SUPPLIES PRICED AT THE TRI STATE'S LOWEST PRICES
SHOP OUR
NEW STORE

39

Ao

PANCAKE MIX

Alum.

426 Broadway
Downtown
Paducah, KY

15 oz

32 0
.
BOX %I 111C

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

MFG Retail 75.97

24 oz.
BTL.

6 Qt.

elm% Canning
-Supplies.

3 ox
BOX

Beverages & Drink Mixes

Baking Supplies, Desserts

Model
01780
Model
01250

MEG Retail
'699€
•

79c
69c

99c
39c
$1 89
21c

MFG Retail
107 98

4 Qt. Stainless

- LIME

SLOPPY JOE SAUCE. CAN

22 Qt.

77 98

50 ct
BOX

39

STRAWBERRY -

GELATIN t

FRCZEN

Hillmark Sale Price

High-speed pressure cooking Is easier,
safer, more convenient than ever.
Saves time, energy, money...
flavor and nutrients, too!

6 Qt. Steinles

32 oz
JAR

1
•

DISTRIBUTORS

PRESTO® DELUXE

Model 01758

24 oz
JAR

HONEY

ORANGE JUICE

PIXESSUIlt
Cr'0411'St
000-

1 A°459c

Condiments

FROZEN

Call
Patricia Mullins
753-8856
For Appointment

99

.15 oz
CAN

BEEF RAVIOLI

16 oz
CAN

HARVEST FARE "FANCY"

Electrolysis

THE PLACE YOU GO
TO SAVE ON BRANDS YOU KNOW

Pi( C.;
OF 2

Canned Meat, Fish, Soup
Vegetables

Have Unwanted
Facial Hair
Removed
Permanently by

HILLIMM

'259
69c
59c

SELTZ

FRENCH FRIES

JEWELERS
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FOOD STORES

Meeting on Friday

The annual homecoming will be held at the
Blood River Baptist Church on Sunday. July 29.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. with worship at
11 a.m, with the Rev. Jerry Norsworthy, pastor,
as speaker. A basket dinner will be served at
noon followed by a gospel singing at 2 p.m.
featuring the True Foundation of Eddyville.

The llth annual Rose Ball will be Saturday, July 28, from 8 p.m. to midnight at the Curris
Center Ballroom, Murray State University. The
cost will be $10 per person and will include a floor
show. This annual event is sponsored by the
Thurman School of Dance, Murray, and is open
to all interested persons.

23. IWH

Salad luncheon Friday

The annual meeting of the Hicks Cemetery will
be held Saturday, July 28. from 8 a.m to noon
The cemetery is located off Highway 121 South
near Cherry Corner. Anyone interested in the
upkeep of the cemetery should attend, a
spokesman said.

•

Jt L

314 Main
Downtown
Murray, KY

249
& UP
Mos.-Thurs.
9-7
Fri. C AM.-I P.M.
Set C A.M.-7 P.M.
MN 1 P.11.-6 P.M.
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Where Low

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

PRICES GOOD WED. JU

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

WEEKLY SPECIALS

WEEKLY

COTTONELLE

PEAN
BU

ATHROO
TISSUE

WEEKLY IL
v-,
r
LYNN GROVE
GRADE "A" LA

SUPER INFLATION FIGH
1% LIGHT
MILK

SUPER 1

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER
PAPER
TOWELS

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER
TEXSUll
PINK
GRAPE
FRUIT

SUPER
RK & BEA

.

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN

$400.00

COfFEE-MATE NON-DAIRY

KRAFT BARREQUE

CREAMER..23 oz. $25°

SAUCE

18 01. 99°

DEL MONTE PINK

LAST WEEK'S NAME:
ADDIE BURKEEN

CREAMETTES 32 OZ.

SALMON...15 oz.
E.T.

SPAGHETTI

$1"

AUNT JEMIMA ORIGINAL 32 OZ.

CEREAL

14 OZ. 1

16

PANCAKE MIX.79'
LIPTON

TEA BAGS.ioo a.'2"

COMPARE OUR PRICES ON THESE
GENERIC LABEL ITEMS
GREEN BEANS
YELLOW CORN
MIXED

VEGETABLES
GREAT NORTHERN

BEANS
PORK & BEANS
FLAVORED

GELATIN
APPLE JUICE
TOMATO JUICE
FLOUR

5 LEI. BAG 89`
28' CORN MEAL
1601. 28' CORN FLAKES
18 01. 99`
37c FLAKED COCONUT.1202.99`
16 OZ.
QUICK OATS
42 OZ. 11 29
31 c 42 OZ.
1302.
LAUNDRY DETERGENT .$1 19
15 OZ.
28c ALUMINUM FOIL.,..SO FT. 1 1 21
140 CT. 69'
301. 113` NAPKINS
4 LB."I"
3202. 69 DRY CAT FOOD
CHEESE
MAC
71
/
4
&
OZ. 23`
Ito oz. 73'
Imo 79' SALAD DRESSING 32 OZ. 79`

6 OZ, RAO RED

RADISHES
FRESH GREI

ONIONS

16 OZ.

FRESH YELLOW

SQUASH

-NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARYREG. $2.19

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, PEPSI FREE
7.UP, MT. DEW or DR. PEPPER
8 PK 16 OZ.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. I I p.m.
EVERY DAY

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO B. DAIRY PRODUCTS

FIELD SLICED

BOLOG

.1.D.*. CHOICE BONELESS

FIELD KD1TuCKIAN

FAMILY PACK SLICED

DUI MADE DELUXE

PIZZAS
MAC. SALAD.
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Kentucky News In Brief
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Bob Ballinger has
been ousted as president of Kentucky's third
largest union local, the 7,500-member United
Food and Commercial Workers Local 227
Totals from a recent election show that Ballinger lost by 600 votes to Robert "Jess" Pierce,
an Owensboro agent. The results were tallied
Monday
Ballinger, who held the post for a dozen years,
said he was surprised by the results, in which his
slate of candidates was defeated in 13 of 14 races
on the ballot
"All they've got to do now is live up to their
promises," he said, referring to the new officers,
who will assume their duties Aug. 31.
The local has almost three dozen contracts
scattered across Kentucky and southern Indiana. It represents the old meatcutters and
retail clerks unions and its membership includes
butchers, pharmacists, barbers and truck
drivers.
——— —
PRESTONSBURG, Ky. (AP) — A Floyd
District Court jury has acquitted a county official of a charge of striking a newspaper
reporter.
The jury deliberated 25 minutes Monday
before issuing its innocent verdict on a fourth.
degree assault charge, a misdemeanor, against
Thomas Lafferty Sr., a county trial
commissioner.
R.G. Dunlop, chief of The Courier-Journal's
eastern Kentucky bureau, had alleged that he
was hit in the throat by Lafferty during an altercation on March 1, 1983, in a parking lot near the
Floyd County Courthouse. He said he also suffered three cuts on his right hand.
Dunlop testified that he was interviewing the
late Jerry Lafferty Jr., who at the time was
Floyd County judge-executive, when the incident
occurred. Jerry Lafferty was the brother of the
defendant.
Dunlop said Thomas Lafferty, who was accompanied by several other men, began listening to
the interview, cursed Dunlop, then struck him.
Thomas Lafferty denied the accusation, and
said that a scuffle broke out between Dunlop and
his late brother. The defendant said he tried to
break up the fight but that Dunlop "slung me into
a car and hit me in the face."
A witness, 2nd District Magistrate Kenneth
Roberts, testified that Thomas Lafferty's only
role in the altercation was to try to separate
Dunlop and Jerry Lafferty. He said he saw no
blows struck.
Dunlop is seeking $50,000 in compensatory and
personal damages from Thomas Lafferty in a
civil suit in Floyd Circuit Court.

Ralston was charged with being responsible for
the explosions in multirqllhon dollar lawsuits
against the company.
————
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API — The Frankfort
Chapter of the NAACP is demanding an investigation into the death of a Franklin County
jail inmate.
Following a meeting Monday night, the Rev
K.L. Moore, pastor of the First Baptist Church in
Frardifort, said: "We demand that all that can
be done to give us the facts in this case be done.'
Robert Hogan Jr. died July 11 in an isolation
cell, which had been ordered closed by the state
The cause of death has not been determined.
Chapter president William Cofield said he has

Hours: 7 AM-8 PM
Gladly
Accept
Food
Stamps

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Guarettties

PRICES
GOOD
THROUGH
NOON
8-1-84

SUPER MARKET
Lo. Ov•rhroil *Irani Lo.Prwes-

Prairie Farms

Save 36'

2% Milk

lif

Gal.

Ronco

oca Cola, Diet Coke
Sprite, Tab or
Mello Yell°

99°
ii

,4411 4t.
4

Save 26'

Spaghetti

Or. 69°4.

16

Van Camp

Kraft

Save 19'

Beanee Weanee8 Oz 2/99°.BBQ

16 Oz. 8 Bottle Carton

Sandwich Mate

With
Wass
Or DC)

Sauce

•

Save 401

Cheese Slices

12 Or.

Ocean Spray

Save $1.00
711 frol 7$ 1 19

99°1
'

Save 36'11 18

Cranberry Juice:

Oz.

Save 20°

320z.

Alpo Beef Chunks

tow

DOC"

r

Food

14 Or. Can

2/89°
Keebler Townhouse

4:1=D

.8.5 Or. 4/$ 1

Muffin Mix

Spud Flakes...13%

Oz.

Kraft Parkay

PARKAY

Save 40'

99°

All[aA7%.0

New Triple Concentrated

"

Save $100
Sun Drop
RC 10016 Or. 8 Bottle Carton $ 1 1 9

Save 38°

Save 50'

Flying Insect Spray. $2"

.
-With $lO 00 Purchase Or More L
Excluding Dairy Tobacco ProdactS7
& Drinks On Special

m

Flay-o-rich

Save 20'

Sour Cream

8 Or.

Save 20'

Liquid

Maalox.. 12 Or. Reg. $2.49 $229
Save 30'

Medicated Skin Cream

Noxzema.4 Or. Reg. $1.49 $ 1 19

49°

•
VhDeltad

Lipton
Tea eacs

•

athroom
Tissue

1

A

Save $1.20
$729
21.5 Or.

1 Lb. Ye ow Quarters

Bowl Cleaner...12 Oz. 99° •
Hot Shot 11 Or. Spray Can

16 Or, $ 1 39

Marparine Downy
RC Cola, Diet Rite,

Save 60'

Vanish Blue Liquid Toilet

Save 30'

Crackers

Save 18'

'Hy Corn

French Idaho
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Morris Butler, a
close political ally of Gov. Martha Layne Collins'
who was considered by her for the post of
Democratic Party chairman, has been appointed
to the state Board of Tax Appeals.
Butler, a Greensburg lawyer, replaces
Garland Howard of Owensboro on the board and
as its chairman. Howard's term had expired.
.
Butler will serve until July 26, 1988.
————
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The three-day lientucky Prosecutors Conference will feature a'
symposium on child abuse that includes presentations by three nationally recognized experts,
said Attorney General David Armstrong, whose
office is co-sponsoring the conference.
The convention is scheduled Aug. 2-4.
John Walsh, who opened the Adam Walsh
Child Resource Center after the disappearance
of his child from a Florida shopping center and
his death, will open the symposium at 8:30 a.m.
on Aug. 3 at the Seelbach Hotel.
Kee MacFarlane, director of the Child Sexual
Abuse Diagnostic Center in Los Angeles, will
follow Walsh's presentation.
There will also be a presentation from Debra
P. Kanof, chief of the Rape and Child Abuse
Specialization Prosecution Unit in Texas.
————
NEW CASTLE, Ky.(AP) — A district judge accused in a 14-count indictment returned by the
Henry County grand jury claims the charges
were the result of a personal vendetta.
District Judge Robert D. Hawkins was arrested Thursday on charges that included jury
tampering, intimidating a witness, official
misconduct, sodomy and unlawful transaction
with a minor.
The arrest followed a four-month investsigation by Commonwealth's Attorney Bruce
Hamilton and others. After holding court Monday, Hawkins, who serves Oldham, Henry and
Trimble counties, issued a statement in which he
maintained his innocence.
He accused Hamilton of trying to retaliate
against him for criticizing Hamilton's handling
of a 1983 rape complaint against a man later convicted of murder.
"Mr. Hamilton has allowed his personal
vendetta against me to blind him and taint the
administration of justice," Hawkins said in his
statement.
Hamilton said he was unaware of any
statements by Hawkins about the rape case.
————
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) — Ashland Oil Inc. has
reported that net income for the three months ending June 30 was $36.2 million, down slightly
from the 1983 period, when net income was $37.1
million.
John R. Hall, Ashland's chairman and chief
executive officer, said the decline "was principally due to a decline in operating income from
petroleum operations. In other areas, he said,
the company had "substantially improved
results."
For the first nine months of the fiscal year,
Ashland Oil's net income was $68.4 million, compared to $51.8 million during the first three
quarters of 1983. Revenue was reported to be $6.2
billion, up $2 million from 1983.
————
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Residents,
business owners and employees In southcentral
Louisville have filed 1,400 claims against
Ralston-Purina Co. for damages from a 1981
sewer system explosion.
JIM McIntyre, rni.ifilger of the claims office.
said about 1,150 claims Were settled. More
documentation is needed befdre the others can
be settled, he said.
About 350 people have scheduled appointments
at the claims office.
According to the court settlement with
Ralston, no one will receive payments until Oct.
15.
The settlement was reached last month after

Juana and other items considered to be contraband in a room he occupied in the tower.
Seven visitors have been sentenced for promoting contraband this year, but Johnson is the
first reformatory employee to be convicted
——— —
HICKMAN, Ky.(AP) — A 80-year-old Illinois
man pleaded innocent to charges that he sexually abused seven teen-age boys in his care while
boating down the Mississippi River.
Bob Scudder of Darien, Ill , entered his plea
Tuesday in Fulton District Court. Bond was set
at $12,000
Fulton County attorney Jim Paitsell said Scudder faces four additional counts of sexual abuse
in Illinois.

been in touch with county officials, who have
assured him that a full investigation is under
way.
Despite the assurances, he said, "We're Insisting there not be a whitewash of the
situation "
— — — —
LAGRANGE, Ky. (AP — A former correctional officer at the state reformatory at
LaGrange has been sentenced to one year in
prison for promoting contraband.
David Johnson was ordered to serve the term
at the reformatory following his conviction
Friday
Johnson was arrested at the reformatory in
December after officers found an ounce of marl-

4 Roll Pkg.
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Martha White
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Plain or Self Rising 5 Lb. Bag
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100
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FROZEN FOODS

MEAT DEPT.

.Minute Maid

Orange Juice

120z.

$ 1 29

U.S.D.A. Choice

Green Giant 6 Pieces

Round Steak $1
"

99°
On Cob
Corn
McKenzie 8 Oz
Broccoli Spears 2P 109

lb

Ore-Ida 2 Lb. Bag

$139

Golflen Crinkles

Lean Tender Beef

Family Pack

Minute
Steak

Chicken
Legs

$ 199
lb

RODUCE

Y. Pork Loin Sliced In

3 Lb

Jamestown Pork
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Lb.
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Grapes.4
Onions
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Chops
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Hormel Canned
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Beef
I
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New Crop Texas Yellow

Bologna
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$10

Sweet
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Peaches
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Pure Fresh Lean '
Family Pack 3 lb. or more
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loans, could be announced within a few days,
said industry sources
speaking only on condition they not be
identified.
At the end of March
Continental had $41 4
billion In assets, making
it one of the top 10 In the
United States But the
agreement. if adopted,
would leave a much
smaller bank.
The sources said
under the plan the insurance corporation
would pay the bank $3.5
billion, borrowed from
the Federal Reserve
Bank, to buy some $4.5
billion of the bank's
troubled loans. The

,0
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Agreement near on rescue plan
WASHINGTON (API
- Agreement appears
near between federal
regulators and officials
of Continental Minnie
NaUonal Bank A Trust
Co. on a 64.5 billion
government rescue plan
to aid the troubled
Chicago bank, say banking sources.
If completed, the
package would be the
biggest ever fashioned
by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.. an independent agency that
Insures deposits up to
$100,000 in 14,800 banks.
Details of the plan,
said to include a federal
takeover of some of Continental's problem

•

bank would have to take
a $1 billion loss on those
loans.
The problem loans,
said to have been made
to U.S. rather than
foreign borrowers, were
expected to be set aside
in a second bank to be
created under the deal.
The sources said the
agreement also calls for
the agency to pump an
additional $1 billion into
the bank by buying two
series of preferred
stock. That would give
the agency an 80 percent
stake in Continental and
effective control over
the bank.
A new chairman and
president of Continental

OBITUARIES

also were expected to be
chosen as part of the
arrangement.
The arrangement
would greatly dilute the
equity of shareholders
by as much as $1 billion,
or half, according to a
report in the New York
Times. Shareholders
would also be liable for
future losses from un.
collectable loans, a
liability that could wipe
out the remaining half
of their stake in the
company.
FDIC spokesman
Alan Whitney refused to
comment on any reports
about the bank, as did
Continental spokesman
Alastair Davie

Sylvia Alton dies Monday

J.B. Mullins dies at hospital

Miss Sylvia Alton, IS,
One brother, Ed
J.B. Mullins, 56, Rt. 8, the chapel of Byrn
died Monday at 3 30 Alton, preceded her In Mayfield, died Monday Funeral Home,
p.m. at a nursing home death
at 7:66 p.m. at Parkview Mayfield. The Rev.
at Pontiac, Mich.
She is survived by Hospital, Nashville, Gary Frizzell will
She was retired from three brothers, Winburn Tenn. His death follow- officiate.
Ford Motor Co.
Burial will follow in
Alton, Hazel, Herbert ed an extended illness
Born Aug. 19. 1907, in Alton, Rt. 1, Puryear,
He was a veteran of the Mayfield Memory
Calloway County, she Tenn., and Rudy Alton, the Korean War and was Gardens
was the daughter of the Royal Oak, Mich., a seffemployed conFriends may call at
late Joe Alton and Betty alater•in•law, Mrs struction worker
the funeral home
White Alton
Mr. Mullins is survivHazel Alton, Hazel
Several nieces and ed by his wife. Mrs.
Glynda Miller Mullins:
nephws also survive.
The funeral will be one daughter, Miss SonFriday at 2 p.m. in the dra Diane Mullins,
chapel of the Miller Louisville: one son,
Kevin Jay Mullins,
Funeral Home, Hazel.
Mrs. Aline Magness
Pallbearers will be Houston, Texas
Six surviving sisters Jackson, 79, died TuesJames Alton, Bobby
Alton, Thomas Woods, are Miss Lola Mullins, day at 2:48 a.m. at her
The funeral for Mrs.
Ed Morton, Red Altai Mayfield, Mrs. Nellie home, 807 Hurt Dr
Mary E. Pace will be toBorn April 25, 1906,
Taylor. Wing°, Mrs.
and Gerald Alton.
day at 3 p.m. at the
Burial will follow in Emma Blanche Byrd, she was the daughter of
Seventh and Poplar the
Green Plain Lone Oak, Mrs. Reba the late John and Selina
Church of Christ. John
Smith, Sedalia, Mrs. Magness.
Cemetery.
Hamilton Hills Shopping Center Jackson, Tenn.
Dale will officiate.
Survivors include one
Friends may call at Martha Vance,
'JACKSON, Miss. Jerry Bolls will direct
the funeral home after 4 Mayfield, and Mrs. daughter, Mrs. Martha
(AP) - Country singer the song service.
Glenda Keeling, Tibbs, St. Louis, Mo.,
At Midsouth Denture Group we believe you should keep
p.m. Thursday
George Jones has filed a
Pallbearers will be
and one son, Norman
Davison, Mich.
your natural teeth as long as possible. However, if you do need
$30 million libel suit Robert 0. Miller,
Two surviving Skinner, Camarillo,
dentures, we believe they should fit 4 ways.. your mouth, your
against a newspaper, Harvey Ellis, A.H. Kopbrothers are Charles Calf.
alleging a column about perud, Stuart Postan,
Max Churchill
personality, your time, and your budget. Each denture is inMullins, Benton, and
a cocaine charge filed Holmes Ellis and H.
Kenneth Mullins, Funeral Home will be in
dividually constructed in our own on-site lab.
against him and later Glenn-Doran.
charge of the funeral
Mayfield.
dropped "insinuated
Burial will follow in
The funeral will be and burial ars
and imputed criminal the Pace Cemetery at
Thursday at 1 p.m. in rangements .
acts."
Hardin with J.H. Chur! PLASTIC TEETH
I PORCELAIN TEETH
PREMIUM
I
The suit against the chill Funeral Home in
Office Visits-Same Day: 3 Office Visits-2 Days
5 Office Visits-3 Days:
CHICAGO (AP) Jackson Daily News charge of the
The Bee Gees' hit tune
$99 Each Denture
$175
Each
Denture
$325.
i
Each Denture
over a July 1983 column arrangements.
I
by Orley Hood was filed
$198. Set
Mrs. Pace, 78, 1615 "How Deep Is Your
$300 Set
$600. Set
I
late Monday In Hinds Magnolia, Murray, died Love" may sound like a
.;
County Circuit Court by Sunday at Tallahassee, song written by a suburban Chicago man, but
LOS ANGELES (AP) $114 million deficit in
attorneys Thomas Fla.
FILLINGS, CROWNS AND OTHER
Royals and Thomas
She is survived by one the man has failed to - Atlantic Richfield 1982. For the first half of
prove
the
pop
group
Co., blocked last month this year, the division
Binkley.
son, Dr. Joseph E. Pace
RESTORATIVE SERVICES AVAILABLE
and wife, Jaan, one stole their song from by the U.S. Justice lost $102 million, comThe managing editor
Or. Jere Lowe
Dr. Ravin Mehta
him,
an
appeals
court
Department from sell- pared to a loss of $97
grandson, Daniel Pace,
was not at the afternoon
ing its unprofitable million in the first six
For Information and Appointments Call 901-668-7460
newspaper on Tuesday one sister, Mrs. Maude has ruled.
A
three-judge
panel
of
aluminum operations to months of 1983.
Wrather, and one
evening to comment on
the 7th U.S. Circuit a Canadian firm, anthe suit.
brother, Amos Burk.
In a release, the comCourt of Appeals ruled nounced that it
intends pany said it had decided
Tuesday
that
U.S.
8040 3515-83) STATE
to shed its entire metals to make "an orderly
District Judge George division.
divestment" of the enLeighton acted properly
"This action is being tire division.
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION
in throwing out a jury's taken because of the unArco spokesman said
(Including Domestic Subsidiaries)
verdict for Ronald Selle satisfactory financial
Mickey Parr said of.
of Had.
The panel returns, currently and ficials hope to work out
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK
acknowledged that in the near term, provid- a timetable over the
"How Deep Is Your ed overall by the Arco next several weeks.
Love" was similar to a Metals businesses,"
Meantime, Arco said
Bank of Murray
song written by Selle, said Willard T. that it and Alcan
CITY
COUNTY
STATE
ZIP CODE
"Let It End."
Chamberlain, president Aluminum Ltd. of Mon.
But Selle failed to pro- of the division.
treal are negotiating
ve
the
Bee
Murray
Gees had acThe release on Tues- with the Justice DepartCalloway
Kentucky
42071
cess
to
his song when day said Arco had been ment to allow Alcari to
STATE BANK NO.
FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO.
CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
they wrote the song "reappraising" the per- buy Arco's aluminum
featured in the movie formance of Its various operations.
207
8
June 30, 1984
"Saturday Night divisions "for some
ASSETS
•
Fever," the appeals time."
Mil.
Thou.
1. Cash and due from depository institutions .
court said.
Arco's metals unit,
.
.
6 424
. . .
. . . ..........
Leighton threw out which includes Federal-State Market News Service
2. U.S. Treasury securities ........................
56 820
`Wednesday. July 25 1984
2
the
jury verdict last aluminum, brass, Kentucky Purchase Area
Hog Market
3. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and corporations
3 000
3
summer, ruling it was building products and Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States
Receipts Act 481 Est 300 Harrows
16 665
4
against "the manifest exotic light-weight & Gilts 1 25 lower Sows under 450 lb.
5. All other securities
weight of evidence and metals for aerospace, steady 450-500 lb. 1 50 lower over KM
ncne
5
200 higher
6. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
... represents a miscar- last year had revenues lbs
. . . .
5 250
6
US 1 2210.240 lb.
$54 25 54 75
7. a. Loans. Total (excluding unearned income)
riage of justice."
of $1.15 billion - 5.6 perfew 55 25
62 0 8 \V
/ // 7a
US
200.210
lb.
2
853
25-34 25
The Bee Gees denied cent of the entire comb. Less: allowance for possible loan losses
US 2 210.250 lb.
•
03 75.34 25
740 /
."
i 7b
during the trial that pany's sales of $25.9 US 2.3 260-270 lb.
152 75-63 75
c. Loans, Net
7c
Sows
61 338
they had copied the billion
US 1.2 270.350 lb.
138 21 40 50
8. Lease financing receivables
8
song, and said they
ncne
In 1983, the metals US 1.3300.450 lb.
339 00-41 00
9. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and other assets representing bank premises
341 01.42.00
wrote theirs in 1977 unit had a pre-tax CS 1.5 450-500 lb*
9
2 069
US 1.3 500-650 lb.
$45 00-47 50
10. Real estate owned other than bank premises
while recording in operating loss of $125 US 2.5 300-500 is.
10
VA 00-3i 00
234
France.
million, compared to a Boum malty 831.33
11 a intangible assets
ha
nc,ne
11. b. All other assets
3 724
11b
12. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 11)
12
155 524
LIABILITIES
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
14 .874
13
14. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations) ..
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
INVESTMENTS
122 918
14
15. Deposits of United States Government .
101
15
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions in the United States .
1 358
16
17. All other deposits . . . .
Industrial Average
-2.87
I.B.M.
106% -14
nc ne
17
Air Products
39% + %
Jerrico
14% -%
18. Certified and officers' checks
289
18
Apple Computer
27 +'4
J.C. Penney
50% + 14
19. Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 18)
139 540
19
American Telephone
18 unc
Johnson & Johnson
2814 unc
a. Total demand deposits . . .
16 622 ,k
19a
Briggs & Stratton
Kmart
25% unc
291)4 unc
b..Total time and savings deposits
Chrysler '
122 918
Mary Kay Cosm
24% + 14
19b
9% -%
Dollar Gen. Store
Penwalt
13%
20. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase .
32 unc
1 000
20
Dupont
43% unc
Quaker Oats
59% + 14
21. Interest-bearing demand notes (note balances) issued to the U S. Treasury and
Ford
36% +14
Sears
30 -%
other liabilities for borrowed money
21
none
G.A F
17% .14
Stuart Hall
unc
22. Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases
22
nc ne
General Motors
64% +14
Texaco
32% +14
23. All other liabilities .
23
GenCorp, Inc
2 187
33% -la
U.S. Tobacco
-35% -%
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures) (sum of items 1.9 thru . 23) . • i 142 727
Goodrich
Wal-Mart
24
26 -%
381)4 -%
25. Subordinated notes and debentures
Goodyear
23% -%
Wendy's
25
17% -%
Home Health
A.L. Williams
EQUITY CAPITAL
10 +1)4
'N‘
Care American
4% 414
C.E.F. Yield
10.78
26. Preferred stock
none
a. No shares outstanding
(par value)
26
148,000
27. Common Stock
a. No. shares authorized
'
148,000 (par value)
b. No, shares outstanding
27
1 480
26. surplus
.....
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
.
MUTUAL FUNDS
28
5 000
29. Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
29
6 317
30. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29)
.....
30
12 797
31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 24, 25 and 30) .
31
MEMORANDA
Memo
1 Amounts outstanding as of report date
a Standby letters of credit. total
.
. .
.. .
is
1 038
b Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100,000 or more
lb
...... .
9 413f)
c Other time deposits in amounts of $100,000 or more . . . . .
lc
2. Average for 30 calendar days (or calendar month) ending with report date
a. Total deposits (corresponds to item 19 above)
2s
1 -IR 710
•
•
NOTE This report must be signed by an authorized officer(s) and ettested by not less than three directors other than the officer(s) signing the report
, the
(s) do hereby declare that this Report of Condition (including the supporting schedules) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
AREA CODE/TELEPHONE NO
TH0RIZED TO SIGN REPORT
R(S)
F
DATE SIGNED

Mrs. Jackson
dies Tuesday
at her home

Mrs. Pace's
funeral rites
are at church

George Jones
MID SOUTH DENTURE GROUP files
libel suit

Bee Gees' hit
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not stolen
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Atlantic Richfield Co. will
sell its aluminum operation
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We. the undersigned directors, attest the correctness of this Report of
Condition (Including the supporting schedules) and declare that it has
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Loretta Lynn's son found
dead in Duck River Tuesday
HURRICANE MILLS, Tenn.
(AP) — An autopsy has been
ordered after the body of the
eldest son of country music
singer Loretta Lynn was found
floating in the Duck River, officials said
Workers from the Humphreys
County Sheriff's Department
recovered the body of Jack Benny Lynn, 34, Tuesday afternoon
after being alerted by his
relatives that he was missing,
said Chief Deputy Bobby
Choate.
Lynn, described by his
Kentucky-born mother as "the
one I feel the most sentimental
about 'In her autobiography,
"Coal Miner's Daughter," apparently died while trying to
cross the river on horseback,
authorities said.
An autopsy was to be performed today in Nashville by Davidson County Medical Examiner
Charles Harlan, said Assistant
District Attorney General Dan
Cook.
Humphreys County Medical
Examiner Angela Skelton of
Waverly examined the body
Tuesday, but "could not
establish a cause of death,"
Cook said.
Meanwhile, Miss Lynn, who
tias another son and four
laughters, remained at Good
Samaritan Hospital In Mount
Vernon, Ill., in fair condition
early this morning. She entered
the hospital Monday morning,

reportedly suffering from
exhaustion.
Lynn, who worked most
recently shoeing horses, left his
home in the Buffalo community
Sunday afternoon for his
mother's dude ranch here. a
10-mile tide, Choate said.
When he did not arrive,
relatives called the sheriff's
department Tuesday morning,
Choate said.
-We started searching as soon
as we were notified," he said
"He had to cross the river to get
to where he was going, so that's
the first place we looked."
Lynn's body was found'
floating in the river about three
miles from his home after
Officials from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department
rescue workers found his horse
are
shown with several youths from the community on their
stuck in the mud along the bank,
way to
the Kentucky Sheriff's Boys and Girls Ranch In Gilbertsville.
Choate said.
t"iumerous programs and summer recreational activities
Lynn told some people at his
are in eluded in the week's camp.
mother's dude ranch that he was
going to try to cross the river on
his horse, said a spokeswoman
at the ranch who asked not to be
Identified.
But the current swept him off
the horse, and the horse appeared to kick him as he tried to
grab its bridle, the
spokeswoman said.
"There were bruises on his
left side where the horse had
sicked him," she said.
Funeral arrangements were
Can you imagine going thru a
cook-outs; arts and crafts; softincomplete.
summer without going to camp?
ball, basketball; track; and
Lynn is survived by his wife, Well, the sheriffs and deputies
numerous other outdoor recreaBarbara, and three children.
all over Kentucky are bringing
tions. They also get to go roller
their county's nine thru thirteenskating, take in a movie, go
year-olds, to the Ky. Sheriff's
down the water slide, and visit
camp in GllbertsvWe (close to
the Land Between the Lakes
Ky. Lake in western Kentucky)
Also, on the agenda is a Drug
and making it possible for more
Abuse Program with trustee's
than 700 children to go to camp.
of the problems in finding adefrom the Prison Farm talking to
This camp costs these anxious
quate land sites for the growing
each youngster about the proteens not one cent, but the
stockpile of nuclear wastes
blems one faces if they get into
generated by power plants, subsheriffs see to it that their coundrugs and how the law handles
ty pays their way by joining the
marines, hospitals and research
drug users and pushers. These
Ky. Sheriff's Association. Every
institutions.
boys are speaking from actual
time a person joins the Ky.
experience, plus sheriffs and
The 18-member citizen adSheriff's Association, it helps
deputies are on the same provisory committee studies topics
their county's youngsters get to
gram and show films about drug
related to the oceans and atenjoy a once-in-a-lifetime free
paraphernalia and how harmful
mosphere and makes policy
vacation.
drugs are.
recommendations to the presiThis Sheriff's Ranch is now
For more information on how
dent. It recently attracted attenrecognized as one of the finest in
you could sponsor a child for a
tion with the announcement that
the nation and takes care of
day at the Sheriff's Ranch,
former Environmental Protecmore youngsters during the
which is $20 per day or $100 for a
tion Agency head Anne Burford
summer months than any state
week, for these nine thru
was to be appointed to the panel. in the naton. Over 700 are exthirteen-year-olds, contact the
She has not yet joined the compected again this summer.
Ky. Sheriff's Ranch, Ray H
mittee, however, and had no
These boys and girls get to enStoess, Executive Director, Box
part in the report on ocean
joy swimming; archery; golf;
57, Gilbertsville, Ky. 42044 or
dumping.
hayrides; hiking; camping;
phone (502) 362-8880.

Nellie Lewis
Manager

Special Purpose Eyeglasses

Calloway youngsters
attend camp through
state sheriffs' program

We feel that we have a professional
responsibility to our customers to tell
them about some very important products that we sell We call them special
purpose eyeglasses.
Naturally. were interested in determining your everydayeyewear needs
first But then we would like to know
something about your special needs
such as occupation, sports activities
and hobbies With same imagination
combined with our product knowledge we can in effect become an
eyewear 'architect for you Here are
some occupations for which specialty
eyewear can be made
Librarians mechanics electricians
painters A special double bifocal lens
is a must for anyone who needs aid
with near vision in higher places
Pianists musicians bookkeepers
model builders barbers A lens style
that affords the user an increased
near vision area while maintaining

Ocean dumping considered
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
federal advisory committee is
recommending that ocean dumping be considered for disposal
of low-level nuclear wastes
Current law bans such dumping, with nuclear wastes dispos'ed of on land.
But the National Advisory
Committee on Oceans and Atmosphere recommended, in a
report issued this week, that
ocean dumping be considered as
another disposal possibility.
While not recommending that
such dumping be started, the
report urged the financing of
research to determine the effects of such disposal
Ocean dumping should be considered, the report said, in light

distance vision in the saute ;)a,r
lenses
Golfers- II your bifocal gets in the
way when looking through the bottom of your eyeglasses to address
the ball the problem can be solved by
moving the bifocal to the top or one
side You will be able to see the ball
without interference and still use the
bifocal for recording your score
Videocomputer operator secretai,
pilot A special lens for any occupation
in which a major portion of your
vision requirements are through the
intermediate portion of the lens
When you visit our vision expert
at Southern Optical be sure to men
tion your vocational
activities There a,lenses which can gl
comfort and vision capabilities arc
we have them Stop in and visit at
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center High
way 641 North 753-0422

Your real value in better vision.
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center, Highway 641 North • 753-0422

MUFFLERS MOS SHOCKS HITCHE
I1 — — — COUPON- — — 1

*Modern 6-Bay Facility
*Trained Technicians On Duty
*Prompt Courteous Service
*Free Inspections, Free Estimates
Come By Any Time. No Appointment Necessary.
*Dealers Welcome

s
FREE
'
I
I
With Purchasel
I
I
1
Master
1
cc;Muffler Caps
-:, To First
c;"
0
0
100
c..)

g

Expires Aug 14
1
•

SERVICES

We bend the pipe on the job to in• sure a perfect fit every time.

Complete
Exhaust
Service

Complete
Brake
Service

Monroe
Shock
Absorbers

Trailer
Hitches

Miscellaneous
Services

•Mufflers, pipes.
catalytic converters
replaced
•Dual exhaust or
whatever you need
In the way of exhaust we can do it!

Disc or drum, rotors
resurfaced, master
cylinders, calipers.
adjustments or
whatever
your
brakes need to be
sale, we are equipped to serve you.

we have all types
of shock absorbers:
heavy duty, gasmat icS. spring
assisted, van and
truck, McPherson
struts for foreign
and American cars,
vans and pickups

We have Draw-Tite
hitches available to
pull that boat or
camper to the lake
Most installations
in 30 minutes or
less

We also service air
conditioners,
starters and alternators. We mount
and balance tires.
change
oil.
lubricate and do
most
light
mechanical work.

MASTER MUFFLgR
'SoutW4th Street Next To Black's Decorating Center

Open 7:30-5:00
Mon.-Fri.

COUPON — — —

Other Area Locations In •Mayfield, KY •Cadiz, KY •Paris, TN 'Martin. TN

HUSTY

753-9868

THE MURRAY LEDGER

TIMES

WIEDNESDAI JI LI as, test

Kroger Introduces THE
Ground
Beef
$148

Prices effective July 25th thru
July 31st at your Kroger store in:

None sold to dealers. Limit right reserved.
Copyright 1984. The Kroger Co.

Sinn S WWI I serve or

Country Recipe
Fresh Whole(Steaks lb 53 991
89C
Family nag(entry Style Slab

Sliced Bacon

lb

Silver Salmon

$148

Linton' s Fresh

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Molly Farms

Pepperoni
Boneless
Pizza
I::5249 Hams

Mixed Fryer
Parts

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
Each of these items is required lobe readily
available for sale in each Kroger store except
as specifically noted in this ad If we do nen
out of an advertised item we will offer you
your choice of a comparable item whet
available refelection the same savings or a
aiechece which will allow foe to purchase
the advertised item at the advertised price
within SO days limit oat feuds, coupes per
it..

59C

"4:
7

California Extra Fancy

Red
Nectarines

Fresh Jumbo Size

California
Cantaloupes

AVAILABLE ONLY AT STORES
WITH DELI BAKERIES

Lean

Tender, Wafer Sliced

Fresh le Store Baled

Assorted Cookies
Chaplet

Dorlie tibeoplatf

$159
dozen

INawn lIlt, Slow Oatrotal Iratsis

Turkey Breast

Grade 'A' Wishbone 12 Plece

California
Flame Red

Fried
Chicken

Seedless
Cranes
i

Lean, Russer

New Crop' U.S. No. 1
All Purpose Round

Virginia
Baked
Har

White
Potatoes
10 lb bap

California Red, Yellow or

Blue
MUMS

Kitchen Fresh OliffiCil Of Mustard

Potato Salad
I. Store Fresh Balled
Meltawav
Coffee Cake

• I lohil

•
$299

299
pou$

$399
IFLOgAl SHOPPES ONLY') Sweetheart

Fresh ,
in Store Baked

Sandwich
Buns

in store
Fresh Baked I40MeSf

White
Bread

Fresh Fruit Filled
Assorted

Stern Roses

Fried
Pies

79c
TO
$2
.f.
0
00
UP
WIN
-- MORE
THAN 240,000 INSTANT wINNERS!

CrodemOck

Yellow
Squash

$399

—

THP

II KR41,

TIMP:h

MP.1)%1KSD4I

JO I.

26. LOH
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EXTRA-LEAN

BEE
U.S.D.A. Choice Grain
Fed Beef Center Cut

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
Cry-O-Vac Packer Trim Boneless

Chuck
Steak
$11 38

Beef
Brisket

lb.

12 ot
pig

Sizzlean

$189

10

125.0.A. Choke Grail Fed toef tooMess

Boston Roll Roast

la

lb

Luncheon Meats

12 01
Ok9

By The Piece 0101111

All Meat Bologna
Grade 'A Nofly farms(bolo Parts

69C

Pick of the Chix

dfilS011 Wit Or Beef

Jumbo
Franks

111 of
Pkg

Bryn Spiced

99c
$188

0.1 Choice Gralo fed

Beef Neck Bones

Extra Lean Ground Beef

Mao

Corn Dogs

Frostier (5111 tag Ooly,

Smoked Sausage

100% Pure Beef!

99c

b

Swift Pork Or teef

Its a new standard in ground beef,from Kroger. Guaranteed to be leaner
than the government minimum standard. Guaranteed to contain less fat BEFORE cooking.
So you get less
shrinkage AFTER cooking.' i• As tested in the Culinary Arts & Services Kitchens
.) mars why
the Extra Lean Ground Beef cooks up bigger, beefier, better The Extra Lean Ground
Beef- 100%
pure. Only when you..... Go Xrogering!

lb

U.S.D.A. Choice Graia fed Beef

$159 Cube
Steaks

lb.

MULL PKG.

Family Pak

$189

lb.

(Regular
or Chub Pack)
3lbs. or more

lb.

E.S1.35)

• KROGER ONE-STOP SHOPPING •
Sprite, Tab, Diet Coke or

fol=11101.

Miss
Clairol
2 of bon.

307

$

176W,1
1044
COMMIlitme Patti

Disposable
Luxs Diapers
your choirs

$800

Care mi..
Vaseline

Ilteusiw

Iuffs

Kitchen
Tools

Disposable
Bottle
s
ItO Cl.

299C

Coca
Cola

ekk

$199

$129

Taco Shells
24 ct.

$199

Regular
or Light Fritos

Thirst
Quencher

Corn
Chio
s
8 oz.

Gatorade
Drin
k
oz.
32

roll $
2
67

helm 57
10 01

Steak Sauce

16 oz. btismius dep.

Handl Wrap II

S199

8 51119
for

200 ft
roll

$159

Club
Ice
Cream
Country

1/2 gal.
ctn.

$129

Arm & Hammer

Central Mills

Banquet Frozen

Baking
Soda
1602. box

Total
Cereal
1202. box

Fried
Chicken

49C $239

individually Wrapped American Singles

Kraft
Cheese Food
pkg.

$149

In Oil
Or Water

flush's Cut or
Frenth Style

Kroger
Tuna
6/
1
2oz.can

Green
Bean
/
2OZ cartss
151

Sec

5$200

War Pau

1°W"F
at

$
179

Seals Tight To Keep Food fresh

btl.

$119 75C
12 oz.

KrOger 1/2%

Plastic gallon

137 Kodak Film

61t0
t01

tiptoe Family Sin

[

tiny Nor

CP 135 24 Ikposore

Ortega

Tea Bags

'-

fOr

Hunts

Hunt's

Tomato
Past
e
6 oz. can

Tomato
Ketchup

39c

lb

pkg

Duncan Hines

12 oz.
pkg.

$149

kroqOr FFAtb Pad

Peanut its, $159,
0149
Birtier
'Presents-of

$2
69

Sunshine

$100

Chocolate
Chip Cookies

2 lb.
pkg.

Krispy
Saltines

3

$179

for

Keebler

BeefAron
i
15 oz cans

4$300

for $
1
°0

-

Club
Crackers
$11119
16 oxz
00011 CHART

Ralf or Set Mel

Gold Medal
Flair
s

(A $5,200 Value)MORE THAN $600,000 IN CASH PRIZES AVAILABLE.

$100

bag

Chef aCry
Ar Dee

WIN FREE GROCERIES FOR A YEAR.

Pork&
Bean
15 oz.cams

Chips
Ahoy
19 oz.

594

it
Beo
st
Pinto
Bran
s
1 oz.ans

Showboat

Nabisco Cook les

1

„1,7

cuMlf
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Bonus of almost Si million offered

mtne Be
of South
Id as "an
i.' South
.mes, but
:Miran by
d grand-

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Basketball
coach Denny Crum has
signed a 10-year contract with the University of Louisville and will
receive a bonus of
almost $1 million if he
completes the deal, The
Louisville Times
reported in a copyright
story Tuesday.
Crum, 47, is under no
obligation to remain but
has agreed orally that
he will stay, said Steve
Bing, vice president for
university relations.
The contract, effective July 1, spells out
Crum's salary and
benefits and establishes
a "completion bonus
fund" to be paid Crum
at the end of the 1993-94
basketball season. The
bonus will be paid with
money raised initially
through the University
of Louisville Foundation
Inc., a private fundraising group.
The contract includes
a 10 percent to 15 percent increase in the first

the idea
presence
ogo, vice
(tion anCI
plc Corns want to
aled the
a us."

eld
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ars

ie Murray
ague North
.ci faces the
do-or-die
S in the
avitational
nament.
1g to host
ie on Tues.6, the Murteam will
le through
bracket to
)pes of a
champion✓ loss will
nation for
ns.
.y's game,
quad was
six errors
ig Mayfield
itch tagged
f Mickey
Ind Chris

year of Crum's salary,
which will be between
$125,000 and $135,000 this
year, Bing said. It
replaces a previous fiveyear pact that clid not
have a bonus provision.
The bonus deal was offered to Crum by the
university as an attempt
to dissuade other
schools from trying to
recruit him, Bing said.
"We Just didn't west
to be in a situation
where every year we
would have to
renegotiate his contract
with him. Every year
teams were coming to
him offering him a pile
of money to leave,"
Bing said.
The foundation
agreed to make an initial payment of $50,000
to the interest-bearing
bonus fund. After that,
the amount deposited
will decrease and will be
tied in part to rises in
the Consumer Price Index, the newspaper
reported. If the CPI
averages 3 percent over

darted and
sir before
ne in and
n the final

an kept the
c optimistic
ed a threeand Chris
a double.
ree hits by
all singles.
t 6:30 the
m plays

ton
up
is
nent

the life of the deal,
Crum would receive a
bonus of $865,000
Crum will collect
nothing from the bonus
fund if he leaves before
the completion of the
contract
"He expressed his full
intention to stay until
1994," Bing said "He
expressed great
satisfaction with the
contract."
Crum is on a fishing
trip and unavailable for
comment

the pitcher's box and
drove home Wilson from
second with the tiebreaking run. It lifted
his batting average to
.313 with 59 RBI, including a league-leading
13 game-winners.
"He's really swinging
the bat. He looks like he

BURGIN, Ky. (AP)
- The former girls'
basketball coach at
Burgin High School has
sued the school board
charging it with sex
discrimination.
In a suit filed by
Deborah Perry in
Mercer Circuit Court,
the teacher also alleges
the board did not follow
proper procedures
when she was dismissed. She asks to be
reinstated and for no
less than $2,500 in
damages.
The suit also asks for
six years in back pay
equal to the difference
between her coaching
salary and the salary

a member
High tenipeted dure e klong
'Ilion City,
ivanced to
Is.
mpionship
igton was
nion City's

arm
rter
injury

(AP) Generals
Herschel
have his
:aid for up
following
mend a
ry, accorn doctor
nfeld.

for the boys' team
coach.
She claims she
received $1,336 for
coaching while the
boys' coach, a male,
got $2,096
Perry, 31, was
rehired as a teacher but
not as coach on May 4
The action aroused opposition from parents
of team members, who
cited her winning
records over the last
two seasons.
Almost all of the
team members have
said they will not return
unless Perry is the
coach.
Lawsuits only give
one side of a case

hospital and
surgical bids,
check wtth
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Major League Baseball
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
L
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Oil
?Ivo York
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V
OM Chicago
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41
11117
1106
Philadelphia 56
43
ezt 4%
Miegreal
47
la
MO 11
St Leith
47 52
4711 1266
Pittsburgh
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577 Atlanta
51
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515 4
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$0
II
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San Francisco t7
M
leg 111%
Tuesgay'l Galion
Pittsburgh 12, Mon6.res1 6 11
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New York I, It Louts 8, 40

The contract is an
agreement among the
foundation, the university, its athletic association and Crum. The
bonus fund arrangement was approved Friday by the foundation's
board of directors.
Crum Joined the
university in 1971 and
has guided the Cardinals to four appearances in the NCAA
Final Four tournament,
including the national
championship in 1980.
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Detroit 11. Cleveland 6
Benton I. Chicago 3
Milwaukee 2. New York 1, 11
Itiat
Tessa a Baltimore 2
Mlnimeole 4, Oakland 4
ICshau City 5, Toronto 4
Seettle 4 California
agSweligille
Cleestige

wants to play," said St. up his first victory of the
Louis Manager Whitey year.
Herzog, who traded
New York's last five
Hernandez to the Mete victories have all been
for Allen on June 15 of by one run. Their now
last year.
8-0 in extra-inning
Brent Gaff, 1-1, the games and winners of
last of four Met hurlers, their last 16 extra-inning
allowed only one hit in tilts over the last two
two innings and picked years

54
Mie
lie
4
1146
SI

irol

Wediesegys Gowns
D•troit
Re••••• 7 1 . •t
Cleveland 50855 Stt
Mayo (Seaver 114) V Boston
Mow 14). IA)
Nen York I Raisnuesen 63, at
Mahraulkei 1C4280'045 4-7i.
Oskland
Young 31
kiln
85.446. Schram 2.41. (no
Toronto ;Clancy 7401 at KAM.
City Laibrandt 4-41 in,
Baltimore 10.166.0085s Shp at
TOIL. Temum
Seattle (841011. 5-0 at Caltfornm
kannallen 541. In,
tbereiley'$ Gomm
Detron at Cleveland, In!
Chicago al Bonbon, n ;
Only twines echeduled

-r.

Yearling Sale

PhiLadeiphia 5. Chicago 3
Cincinnati 4. San Diego 2
Atlanta 4 1,0. A.ngelee.
Houston 10, San Franc:Woo I
Wedneedars Cianse
Chicago I lEck•reley Ii•t
PhlUidelphm IMAM,67;
St UAW Kepattre 5.lm at Nvir
York ;Fernandes 3-0
Oloiuton ,LaOom 1.01
Ian
Francisco 1 Rothman 5-110
Pittsburgh (Rhoden LT) at Mmitreal I Lea 14-4 L
I
Atlanta (Barker 7-7) at Los
Angel. rVoloosuola 6111. I.)
Cincinnati (Tibbs 1-0) at San
Ditto Dravecity 741. BO
ThwedaY6 BOOM
Cincinnati at San Diego
PlIt•burEtt at Montrull.(3)
Atlanta at Los Angele., In)
Houston at San Francisco in
Only games achedulad

Coach Denny Crum

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)- Sheikh Mohammed al Maktoum, who
haa emerged as the biggest spender at the
Keeneland July
Selected Yearling Sale,
paid $7.1 million for a
son of Northern
Dancer

It was the third
highest price paid for a
yearling at public auction, surpassing the $6.5
million paid Monday by
the sheikh for a Seattle
Slew colt.' He paid
$24,325,000 for 17 yearlings on Monday.

Sports Transactions
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SASEIMI.
A011•flean Lemma
MILWAUKEE BREWER/1 Plated Rothe Ftrigeni, pttcher, on
the 21-day disabled ilst Called up
Andy BOOM, interim. trona Va,.
coiner of the Pacific Coast League

FOOTSAL1
Nsberal Foothill WON
ATLANTA FALCONS - Signed
Bobby Lane, quarterback
CINCINNATI BENCALS Traded Don Swathed, offensive
tackle to the Tampa Bay Buc,
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Hernandez hit sinks former Cards teammates
NEW YORK (AP) - popped to short and
Nothing charges up Danny Heep grounded
Keith Hernandez as out to first leading off
much as men in scoring the 10th, Mookie Wilson
position.
singled to left and stole
"When you're up 600 his 29th base of the
times a year, you tend to season before pinchslack off and get hitter Wally Backman
fatigued," he said. "But walked on a 3-2 pitch off
when I see all those loser Neil Allen, 5-5.
baserunners jumping
That brought up Heraround, my eyes light nandez, who in five
up and I become previous plate aptougher. The concentra- pearances had collected
tion is there. All good a sacrifice fly and two
hitters are like that."
run-scoring singles, including one off reliever
Snapping an 8-8 tie Dave Von Ohlen in the
with two out in the bot- eighth to lock the game
tom of the 10th inning at 8-8.
Tuesday, the former
"There are certain
Cardinal toughened up times during the year
and drilled a game- that you wish someone
winning RBI single to else were coming up,"
center to give the New said the 30-year-old first
York Meta a 9-8 victory baseman. "But not this
over St. Louis, their se- time. I was pumped. I
cond extra-winning win pride myself on rising to
in two days.
the occasion. I'm an
Monday night, New RBI man and I don't
York pulled out a 4-3 vic- give in with a run on the
tory in 12 innings over line, especially the winSt. Louis.
ning run.
The first place Meta,
"I was thinking 'Win
19-4 in the winningest this one now, win it for
July of their history, the team, win it for the
won their fifth straight pennant race.' That's
game and are 3 1-2 the most important
games ahead of the thing right now. That's
second-place Chicago all I could think of."
Cubs and Philadelphia
On Allen's 1-1 fastball,
Phillies.
Hernandez smashed a
After Rafael Santana sharp grounder through
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Expectant Mom Worried Her Diet Has Gone to the Dogs
ment. You should be eligible for
some kind of assistance.

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR HUNGRY: I contacted
the Ralston Purina Co. and was
told by a spokesperson that pet
food is not recommended for
human consumption. I pressed
for more information and asked,
"la it harmful for humans?" but
was told again only, "Our pet
food is not recommended for
human consumption."
So, if you're eating dog chow
because you can't afford food
for humans,I urge you to contact
your county welfare department
at once and explain your predica-

DEAR ABBY: Is it harmful for a
person to eat dried or canned dog
food? Due to the economics of our
household, we don't qualify for any
government food program.
I am 4 1/2 months pregnant and
have been eating Purina Dog Chow
as a source of protein, and I'm
worried about the effect it could
have on me or my unborn baby.
Can you give me any information
on this product? Thank you.
—HUNGRY IN ST. PAUL

Lawrence E.
Lamb, M.D.

Stretch properly
to ease back pain
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB ,-- Could you
send me a copy of the stretching exercises you mentioned? My particular
problem is lower-back pain and sciatica in the left leg. My X-ray showed
degeneration of the bottom disk.
DEAR READER — Stretching is
one of the moat neglected things that
can be done to make people feel better and function better. But it can be
harmful if it is not done properly or is
done in the wrong situation.
Stretching is useful in many cases
of low-back pain. After all, that is
really what traction is all about. The
pulling is to stretch muscles and
thereby relieve pressure on sensitive
structures. I prefer people with back
pain to see a doctor, who can refer
them for physical therapy In a pro-

gram for the individual case.
One of the most important rules in
stretching is to not over-stretch.
Over-stretching causes injurrsather
than helping. Stretch only as far as
you can while still feeling comfortable. Another important rule is to
stretch only after you have warmed
up. A good time for the less active
person Is after a good hot shower or a
tub bath. When the muscles are warm, they stretch more
easily.
Often a major portion of the pain in
arthritis is from muscle spasm. The
splints the area of joint
e. Relieving the spasm properly often provides relief.
I have discussed the various
aspects of stretching in The Health
Letter 19-10. Stretching and Flexibility, which I am sending you per your
request. Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for
it to me in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. It includes a
general stretching program for
everyone to maintain general flexibility.
Even though it is painful, muscle
spasm often serves a purpose. It
splints a damaged area, protecting
against movement when that would
be detrimental. The pain also helps to
wprevent a person from moving an
or diseased area that needs

=

DEAR ABBY: Fo get right to the
point, I had a big crush on a guy at
work, and we kidded around a lot.
I'd better tell you up front I'm a
woman, I'm 5 foot 6 and weigh over
200, and this guy is so good-looking
he is out of sight.
After an office party he stopped
by my place and I finally had my
fantasy fulfilled. He went to bed
with me. I thought I died and went
to heaven. That was the beginning
of a love affair on my part, but a
convenient quickie, drop-in kind of
arrangement for him. He never stays
more than 30 minutes. He has never
taken me out in public and has
asked me not to tell anyone about

Last night we had a fight because
I wanted him to take me to a movie
He said he didn't want to be seen
with a "cow."
What should I tell him when he
comes over again looking for instant
sex?
—BACK-STREET "COW"
DEAR "COW":Tell him you're
not in the mooed—and kick him
out.

boyfriends and lovers. I would never
think of doing that, Abby.
Men rarely ask me out. I guess
they assume I already have a boy.
friend I lead a very lonely life. I
haven't been on a date in over six
months.
Men stare at me, but they don't
approach me. I went to a party
around Christmastime—there must
have been 10 men to every woman
No one spoke to me and I was there
for three hours. I don't know why I
stayed that long.
I hope you will print this letter. I
guess I want to say that looks aren't
everything. In fact, they haven't
done a thing for me.
—GOOD-LOOKING AND LONELY

DEAR ABBY: I don't know why
l'ni writing this. I guess I just want
to get it off my mind since I have no
friends to talk to. Why? I em an
extremely attractive young woman
with a good personality and a great
DEAR LONELY: There's an
body. I am a very sensitive and old saying,"A beautiful woman
caring person, but women are afraid is one I notice. A charming
that I will steal their husbands, woman is one who notices me."

You may have beauty, but I
suspect you lack charm—a
quality that pays far bigger
dividends than beauty.
When you walk into a room,
instead of saying,"Here I am,"
say, "There you are!" Let your
attitude express an interest in
someone other than yourself.
Don't wait for someone to
extend a friendly hand. Extend
yours. Good looks never hurt
anyone's chances. But don't
expectthem to open all the doors
for you, or you will be lonely
forever.
• ••
(Problems? What's bugging
you? Unload on Abby, P.O. Box
38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
For a personal reply, please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.)

rest. So if the spasm and pain are
relieved, a person should be careful to
not be too active.
DEAR DR. LAMB — In every pamphlet regarding cancer warning
signals, any change in bowel habits is
always mentioned. But none of these
ever clarify what changes. Can you
explain what they are referring to?
DEAR READER — It really means
what it says. If a person suddenly
develops diarrhea or loose stools and
It is not from food poisoning, that is a
significant change in bowel habits.
When a colon cancer is in the first
part of the colon, this is apt to occur
The stools are still liquid in that per
tion of the colon and the tumor may
stimulate increased motility and diarrhea.
Or a person with normal bowel
habits may suddenly develop constipation. That is more often associated
with a tumor in the lower colon. The
water has been extracted from the
undigested food residue and the solid
stool may be slowed or even obstructed. That, too, is a change. Of course,
developing blood in the stools is a
change.
But the phrase means if your usual
pattern changes for unexplained
reasons, you need a checkup. I might
COOKOUT CHAT — Entering Murray State University freshmen, left to right, Greg Douglas,
remind peoplelhat colon cancer may
Jett
cause no symptoms. That is why Dowdy and Terry Thomas. all of Murray, talk with university President Dr. Kala M. Stroup at a
screening tests in asymptomatic peo- cookout on the campus. The students were attending the summer orientation program. Fall semester
ple are so important.
classes begin on Wednesday, Aug. 29.
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presses for trial in libel suit

NEW YORK (AP) — Retired
Gen. William C. Westmoreland
says a jury should be allowed to
hear his 8120 million libel suit
over a CBS News report that he
suppressed accurate reports of
enemy troop strength in

Vietnam
In a 366-page report filed in
federal court this week,
Westmoreland's lawyers said
the evidence "irrefutably
shows" that Westmoreland did
not try to deceive anyone regar-

Plane collision avoided
WASHINGTON (API — A
Delta Airlines DC-8 landing at
John F. Kennedy International
Airport in New York Tuesday
morning had to dive suddenly to
avoid a private plane, the
Federal Aviation Administration reported.
Spokesman John Leyden said
the two flight attendants aboard
the Delta flight from Boston suffered cuts and bruises, but no
serious injuries were reported
The plane, with 45 passengers
and a crew of five, was on its
landing approach so the
passengers were likely all strapped into their seats, Leyden
said.
He said the incident occurred
as the airliner was flying at 6,000
feet about 20 miles south of the
airport, when the pilot noticed a
blue and white Cessna climbing
from below Just to his right. The
Delta pilot put his plane into a
dive and passed 150 feet to 200
feet below the Cessna, Leyden
said

Your Individual

Horoscope
4/
!Ziif

The FAA said it is launching
an investigation of the incident
The Delta flight, bound from
Boston to Nassau, Bahamas,
with a stop scheduled in New
York, landed safely after the
incident

ding troop strength.
The report, filed in response to
a CBS request that the suit be
dismissed without a trial, charged CRS News with "fabricating
a tale" in its 1982 program,"The
Uncounted Enemy: A Vietnam
Deception."
The filing says CBS "had little
difficulty ... fabricating a tale
that Gen. Westmoreland knew of
and suppressed reports of North
Vietnamese regular army infiltration" during the five months before the 1968 Tet offensive
It charges that the network
"metamorphosed a well-known
and rather scholastic debate"

about calculating enemy
strength "into a Westmoreland led conspiracy to deceive the
U S government."
CBS has three weeks to respond to U.S. District Judge
Pierre N. Leval. It has maintained that pre-trial testimony
and affidavits prove its
documentary was truthful, and
that Westmoreland could not
prove it acted with deliberate
malice, as required in a libel suit
involving a public figure.
Lawyers for Westmoreland,
former commander of U.S
forces in Vietnam, said their
position was backed by

Gunman gives up siege in San Jose
restaurant following 8-hour ordeal
SAN JOSE, Calif (AP) — A
disgruntled former employee of
a pizza parlor kept police at bay
for nearly eight hours Monday
night after he entered the
restaurant with two guns,
ordered everyone out and
started shooting,
About 15 shots were tired during the night but no one was
hurt. About 100 people were
trapped for hours in a health
club across the street.
The man gave up at about 6:15
a.m. Tuesday after police
threatened to use tear gas to
flush him out, said police Lt.
Dan Bullock.
Police cordoned off a fourblock area around the Shakey's
Pizza Parlor restaurant shortly
after the man entered at 10:30
p.m. carrying a rifle and a handgun, a police dispatcher said.
Police at the scene identified

the man as Samuel Oastler, 19,
of San Jose. Bullock said Oastler
was fired from a job at the
restaurant within the past two
months.
Police spent several hours trying to make contact with the
gunman.
"Ma never would pick up the
telephone and talk to our
negoatiator," Bullock said.
Seven or eight shots were fired
when police first arrived.
At about 2 a.m. police begin to
wonder if the man was still alive
and approached the back door,
according to reporters on the
scene, but four more shots were
fired.
At 3:30 a.m. police allowed
about 100 people trapped in a
health club across from the
restaurant at the busy intersection to leave through the back

door. Police said they had been
concerned earlier that the people would be in the gunman's
line of fire as they left.
At 4 a.m, the man started to
yell but observers said they
could not understand what he
was saying At about 4:45 a.m.
another shot was fired, barely
missing a police officer.
At about 6:15 a.m, police
decided to make a move since
Oastler was still not answering
calls to negotiate.
"We told him we were
prepared to use tear gas and
canines and at that point he
came out with his hands on his
head," Bullock said.
The possibility that another
person also might have been inside plus apprehension about
whether Oastler would come out
shooting stalled plans to use tear
gas, Bullock said.

statements from former
Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara, former Secretary
of State Dean Rusk and former
CIA directors William Colby and
Richard Helms
Westmoreland's filing said an
internal CBS report showed that
network journalists had misgivings about the shows theca The
filing also argued that the oro-

gram included distorted editing
and the discounting of contrary
evidence
-There were no deadline
pressures to excuse defendants'
failure to thoroughly investigate," the report charged,
saying that the program was 15
months in the making and the
story was more than 12 years
old
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Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,JULY 26, 1984
What kind of day will tomorrow be?
To find out what the stars say, read
the forecast given for your birth sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
Improved concentration should be
your goal. Your opinion changes
about a romantic interest. Hold off on
career expansion.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
OP*
Too many schemes are half-baked.
Put your thinking cap on and concentrate on the nittY-gritty. Partners are
in agreement.
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 20)
Work is the only route to financial
gain now. Put fantasy aside and make
the most of current opportunities for
success.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A partner is a stabilizing influence.
Your inclination is to make farfetched
plans. Listen to the voice of reason.
LEO
1July23toAug.22)
A tendency to let things slide must
be checked. Disciplined effort will bring you gains. Attend to domestic
responsibilities.
VIRGO
( Aug.23 to Sept. 221
Keep expectations in romance
within obtainable limits. Tackle bookkeeping and other work. Evening
favors socializing.
LIBRA
(Sept. 21 to Oct. 221
New plans have you excited, but you
should complete existing assignments
first. Handle a superior's requests
gracefully.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
A familiar vacation haunt is your
best bet for a happy time. Somebody
may ask for a business favor. Create
good will.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Do research on your own and get advice about monetary interests. You're
in a risk-taking mood, which could
lead to loss.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
Before you offer somebody the
world, find out if the feelings are
mutual. A friend is counting on your
loyalty and support.
AQUARIUS
i Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
If you goof off this morning, you'll
have a lot of catching up to do. It takes
extra effort to concentrate, but it will
payoff.
PLSCES
War
1Feb. 1910 Mar. 201
Superficial types may seek your
company. A friend may not follow
through on a promise. Old friends are
your best bet for good times.
YOU BORN TODAY can succeed in
business, but are more drawn to intellectual wv1 creative . pursuits. Visionary in outlook, you often make a
unique contribution to the cultural
ui your"times. Art,
literature, psychology, writing art
acting are some of the fields in which
you can achieve outstanding success.
An inclination to daydream can interfere with your success. However,
you are usually quite efficient when
your work reflects your ideals.
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Six secretaries have served local Red Cross
Such a pleasant visit
recently with Elisabeth
Thomason Lltrs.Hugh
who lives just around
the corner We both stay
busy with our miniature
gardens and caring for
the Otrds and yards. It's
reliving World War II
days to hear her talk
about her experience
with the American Red
Cross during that time,
from January 1943 to
1945 — when she was
stationed overseas.
Returning to the states,
she was stationed In
Washington, D.C. then
was made executive
secretary of Camp and
Council of 13 counties at
Camp Shelby, Atlanta,
Ga. It was here that she
met her husband. They
resided in Nashville, until his death. Returning
to Calloway County, she
built an attractive home
on Fourteenth Street,
right across the street
from Woods Hall, she
became a licensed practical nurse after her Red
Cross years and conUnues to practice this
art on a limited basis.
Elizabeth brought me
up to date on the history
of the local Red Cross
executives. In a
telephone conversation
this morning, Monday,
we talked about our onetime secretary, Mary
Pace, (Mrs. Joe) who
died Sunday. She served
in this office longer than
anyone, according to
Elizabeth — from 1943
— until April 1964. All
those 21 years she
faithfully went to her office, climbing those narrow, treacherous marble steps to the third
floor. An elevator then
would have helped her
and the public who needed aia from her office.
Elizabeth can't recall
our having a Red Cross
here before 1928 when
Mrs. Bea (Clifford)
Melugin became the executive and served until
1943. Bea is in West
View Nursing Home.
Should she be able to
talk she could relate experiences with local
people that included
aiding service men and
women in getting in
touch — always giving
her best to the service of
others. Following Mrs.
Pace's term, Elizabeth
served from 1964-1966.
Then Jean Blankenship
(Mrs. Macon) served
until 1982 in the office as
well as served in other
civic offices and is still
with the ARC in a supervisor capacity traveling
to scenes of disaster.
Mrs. Lucy Rollins
Wright served a few
months and is now in Ormond, Fla., doing interpretive readings. Peggy
Blllington (Mrs. Bob) is
the present ARC officer
here — and is also serving in other civic
positions.

Sloe Simmons Hall
— Freak Nis Hart Wed
In a wedding Saturday July 14, in the
Brienaburg Church of
Christ, Mrs. Sue Simmons Hall and Frank
Nix Hart were united in
marriage
Their
children were the only
guests present Brother
John Hoover, the
minister who said the
rites for Frank and his
first wife Wanda Lotett,
conducted this marriage Wanda died in
February 1982. Mr. Hall
died six years ago. A
reception was held
following the ceremony.
(Cont'd on page 5-8)

In front are the canine part of the Fortin fami
ly enjoy ing the folks from Bangladesh. Jason
and his son Sammy. Front left — Lorna, Vivien,
Mr. Fortin and Toby; back row, left — Pat and
Mrs. Fortin. Besides seeing this farm, the guests
were shown the interests of this community and
a show in Nashville. Pat and Toby left their
three-year-old daughter with a nurse at home.
They were impressed with Murray State and
who knows, they may send their daughters to college here. They are considering it. And having
grandparents Fortins here would be mighty
convenient.

awe

Toby does the cooking and Pat aids him. Here
they are serving from the wok in the Fortin's
kitchen.

Toby and Pat's daughters, from right, Lorna,
Vivian, who plays the piano well, and William
Gordon, Jennies son.
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Countless messages
Delivered
Countless messages
from sons and
daughters in the service
have gone through this
office and delivered
when no other method
could be found. Many
remember that Burnett
Warterfield, deceased,
owned and operated a
taxi serivce during
World War II. We knew
when we saw him corning that he was bringing
news from overseas; we
feared the message he
delivered — sometimes
death; maybe an illness
and other times it was
news from a soldier who
needed to get in touch
with home
Convention news
Entertaining
The Democratic con
vention was exciting —
the speechea superior
but Jesse Jackson stole
the show. It's comforting that he is not afraid
to be knwon as a Christian. Mondale's family
is good. looking
..47^^sidine Ferraro's
hair style reminds one
of that of Lady Di; the
vice presidential
nominee's speech was
excellent
her voice
and diction superior.
too. Our Martha Layne
Conine rated with the
bed. She had a different
hair do. '
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Hall-Hart wedding•••
in the church reception
hall. Both are nallves of
this county, she living in
the New Providence
community before her
marriage and he on the
old Paris Road
Brady White
la the hospital
Mrs. Brady White
(Mrs. Darwin). of
Hazel, is a patient in the
hospital, being treated

for a heart condition
Raymund Cole
- Or
Stade visit
Guests of Mr. and
Mrs. James Dale Clop.
ton the past weekend
were Raymond Cole,
Tucson. Arts, and his
sister Mrs. Grace Cole
Slade of Lexington,
Mrs. Janie elopton Patterson and husband Pat,
Florida, were guests,

Observations
By Loch's Hart

IIED%ESDAY. Jt LI 23. 11164

Ilont'd from page 4 B)

too. They joined the
family of the late Laura
Dale and David Clopton
In a reunion Saturday
and Sunday.
Theairlatisa
adtdrea's
Fund Recipients Here
When Mr. and Mrs
John Fortin were giving
monthly to the Christian
Children's Fund, they
had no idea they would
be rewarded. Recently
they were hosts to one
young man who received their aid, and his
family for a week Last
year the Fortin" were
given an all-expense
trip to Bangladesh and
the orient by this young
man who enertained
them in his home. Dac-

ca This appreciative adopted son
of the For.
young fellow has been tins.His
training during
here before but not with his teen years
in the
his children.
Christian school supHe is Hon Ming Yeen ported by the
Chrislan
Toby is his American Children's
Fund has
name and he is the given him
the education

that has lead him to be
the owner of sevral
bust
one a
training school that
teaches the youth in his
country to repair
automobiles They then

In their gracious manner, Toby and his wife.
Pat, cooked and served
a Chinese dinner to 20 of
the Fortin's friends, in

"The Neverending
Story" begins at
breakfast with a disconsolate schoolboy (Barret Oliver) and his
unfeeling father
(Gerald McRaney).
Menaced by three
bullies on his way to
school, the boy ducks into an old bookstore. He
picks up a book, takes it
to the school attic and

starts to read.
Suddenly he is
transformed to the
strange, wonderful
world of Fantasia (a
tribute to Disney? ) The
wildly divergent
characters live in harmony, but their entire
existence is being
threatened by the
Nothing, a malevolent
force that is sweeping

find supportive yobs

By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
• The Neverending
Story" is a wondrous
journey into the un•
charted realm of pure
Imagination. For sheer
originality, It recalls the
golden era of Disney
animation and the first
"Star Wars. ,
How refreshing to encounter a movie that not

only entertains but
elevates the human
spirit Hearty applause
for German filmmaker
Wolfgang Petersen. his
International cast and
his crew of magic
makers. Their achievement is even more impressive when you consider that the film is not
based on a classic book,
nor is it a remake.
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over the land, destroying everything. To make
matters worse, the Empress is dying.
Citizens of Fantasia
gather in the Ivory
Tower for an emergency meeting. Who could
possibly find a cure for
the Empress and stop
the Nothing? All agree It
should be the hunter
Atreyu. They are shocked to discover he is a
small boy (Noah
Hathaway).
Atreyu's adventures
take him through the
Swamps of Sadness, to
Shell Mountain and
giant turtle Mona, to
the Great Stone
Gateway, and beyond.
Along the way he meets
an astonishing array of
friends and enemies:
Falkor, the flying
Luckdragon: Urgl and
Engywook, the tiny
alchemists: Gmork, the
ferocious, pursuing
werewolf: Ftockbiter, a
behemoth with a taste
for limestone.
The excitement is
always at high pitch,
without the cheap thrills
of other summer
movies. The fllm cleverly moves back and forth
between the adventures
and the astounded
reader, so you are ever
aware of his reactions.
Wolfgang Petersen
directed "The Neverending Story" and wrote it
with Herman Weigel.
The credits list scores of
technicians, but
Petersen earns the major credit for pursuing
his vision and keeping it
pure. The cast is ideal,
especially the two
California lads, Oliver
and Hathaway, and
Tami Stronach as the incredibly beautiful child
Empress.
One minor complaint:
the rock-style title song
at the beginning and end
almost destroys the
mood of fantasy.
Rated PG because the
very young might be
scared. The rest of the
family should find total
enjoyment.
--Motion Picture of
America ratin.tg
definitions:
G — General audiences. All ages
admitted.
PG — Parental
guidance suggested.
Some material may not
be suitable for children.
R — Restricted.
Under 17 requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian.
X — No one under 17
admitted. Some states
may have higher age
restrictions.

NO WISE

2S Off

Dinner Plate, Mug,Soup/Cereal Bowl

their home recently
The food was delicious
Pictures here made by
friend Jennie Gordon.

showtime

HEINZ
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Few schools
use oral form
for teaching
history
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
AP ) — Oral history —
"significant
reminiscences by living
persons about their
lives" — emerged in the
1970s as an important
new method of studying
and teaching history at
the college level.
Yet ills rarely used in
high schools, according
to Preston Pierce, a
researcher at the
University of
Rochester. Pierce says
he found that while
social studies teachers
believe oral history can
be effective they seem
'unaware of available
resources and how to
use thgrei.
•
Pierce says, "The
quickest way to increase acceptance
would be to inform
teacher* that facilities
for both locally produc- •
ed and commercial
materials are available
In high school
libraries"

'Dreamer' takes a gam_ble and opens his own business
NEW HAVEN, Ky
And that's what this
(AP) — "You gotta take former construction
a chance. That's what worker and New Haven
life is all about. If Col- resident Is doing. He's
umbus didn't take a "hung up his hammer."
chance, we wouldn't be as he says, to pursue a
here. Or look at Henry life-long dream: open a
Ford" said Raffo small business, be his
Downs, his eyes lighting own boss, make
up with enthusiasm
something with his

1 Desert dweller
5 Straus
9 Tumid
12 Float in air
13 Comfort
14 Beverage
15 Punctuation
mark
17 Thal man
18 Male sheep
19 Snare
21 Retains
23 Persevere
27 Diphthong
28 Old-womanish
29 Negative
31 Flap
34 Kind of type
abbr
35 Abstract being
37 Openwork
fabric
39 Chinese
distance

measure
40 At present
42 Smile child
44 Measuring
device
46 Apart front
48 Dealt secretly
50 Last
53 Encounter
54 Goal
55 Above
57 Handles
61 Consumed
62 Evaluate
64 Disturbance
65 Rocky hill
66 Goddess ot
discord
67 Portico
DOWN
1 Viper
2 Fish eggs
3 Swiss river
4 Easily broken

hands and sell it
At a point when the
economy is shaky, the
dream is a gamble, he
acknowledges. adding,
— I wanted to try
something different."
Downs, who says his
family calla him -The
Dreamer" has sunk

Girl's brittle bones
make her life fragile
00 013 00000
UOMMO 000000
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OU 0000 U0
0000000 U00
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OU 8000 UOM
UOUU MOU00 MO
OUUMOM 000000
UUIZIUT MO MOU
5 Style of
automobile
6 Note of scale
7 Hard-wood tree
8 Sly look

=ME &MOM M 10 M
MN= ME= MEM
MMIMMME NM MEM
MMEM MM.=
MMMEMMEM ME
MEM= MOM MMM
MEI MEM MEM ME
MEM MEM =MEM
MM MMIMMOMME
MMMEM =NM
MEM MM MMIMMIM
MEM MEM ME=
MEM MEM MI=
WEN MANA6ER! l4AVE
YOU EVER READ WNAT iT
SAYS ON'OR GLOVE?

thousands of dollars and ting everything from the
is months of time try- rural countryside to My
ing to get his "Built in Old Kentucky Home.
America" barrel clock
Downs said no one
business booming.
else makes anything
Barrel clocks? Yes, like it. He's so sure his
barrel clocks, he idea will go over well on
answers rather proudly. the open market that he
The clocks are set on a and his silent partner
used whiskey barrel have purchased a
tops that have been copyright. -They've also
painted scenes depic- bought a tract of land in

TRAP POCKET...
IWLON 5T1TCI4EP...
TOP GRADE GOWN IDE..
SNAP ACTION...MADE
IN TAIWAN..."

9 Thoroughfare
10 Pee
11 Sweet potatoes
16 The East
20 Play on words
22 Apiece. abbr.
23 Son of Adam
24 To and upon
25 Symbol for
nickel
26 Vast age
30 Mollify
32 Toward shelter
33 Flying creature
36 Drunkard
3.8 Seesaws
41 Marvel
43 Scottish cap
45 Initials of 26th
President
47 Note of scale
49 Apportions
50 Exploit
51 Toward and
within
52 Entice
56 Equality
58 River island
59 Also
60 Music: as
written
63 Agave plant

LANCASTER, Pa.
(AP) — At age 5, Hilary
Trout doesn't know the
simple joy of running
with her friends, playing hide-and-seek or
climbing on a backyard
playset
Instead, she must live
the fragile life of a child
with abnormally brittle
bones, the result of a
rare disorder.
While doing nothing
more than standing in
church or turning in her
mother's arms, the
Strasburg girl has
broken more than a
dozen bones.
She has been in a body
cast four times, in traction for three-week
periods and now is forced to use a walker.
While there is no cure
for Hilary's
osteogenesis imperfecta, her parents' church
has rallied with a fund
drive to help offset
medical and other
expenses.
No fund drive goal has
been set by the
Lampeter United
Methodist Church, but
money raised will help
pay for .fulllength,
plastic leg braces that
will protect Hilary's
limbs as she grows
older.

The cost: between
81,200 and $1,800.
The daughter of Barry
and Joan Trout, Hilary
has recently been in an
8-pound cast from midabdomen to her toes.
The cast was needed
because, as it had in the
past, her right
thighbone had broken
simply from the weight
of her body.
"We were standing in
church," recalled Mrs.
Trout, 30. "All of a sudden, she grabbed her leg
and said, 'Mommy, I
think I broke my leg.'"
On another occasion,
a leg bone broke when
Hllary turned while lying in her mother's
arms. As in that instance, most of the
breaks have been in
Hilary's legs and feet,
although she has fractured her skull and suffered a broken wrist,
her mother said.
Osteogenesis imperfecta is a rare, inherited disorder in
which bones break easily, often causing deformities. Its cause Is not
known and there is no
cure, said Hilary's orthopedic doctor, Dr.
David P. Hughes of
Lancaster.
Children with the
disorder often die at a
young age. But in less
severe forms, such as
Hilary's, there is a
tendency for the condition to improve slightly
with age.
Her condition,
however, requires
special help — relatives,
friends and neighbors
are needed to help with
everyday chores, and
baby sitters must be
told about the problem.
There also is the problem of getting Hilary
around when she is in a
heavy body cast. For
that, the family has a
large, red wagon with
blankets and a pillow.
"A lot of times, when
Hilary is in her body
cast, we take her to
church in her wagon,"
Mrs. Trout said.

New Haven and plan to
erect a building there
soon.
Downs said they got
the idea about 18 months
ago, but it wasn't until
January that his dream
started becoming a
reality.
Since then, he's sold
about 250 barrel clocks,
mostly to local people,
tourists, businesses and
others
Recently, he and his
partner went to Cincinnati to learn a screening
process that would cut
down on the painting
time and produce more
barrel clocks in a
shorter period of time.
It also would lower the
835-840 price, he said.
Downs hasn't had too
much trouble finding used barrels here in the
heart of Bourbon
country.
The conversion from
barrel top to something
a person would hang in
his home in the hardest
part of it all, he said.

No need for
roof sealing again
SAVES
ENERGY
BEAUTIFIES
Dial 753-2310
for FREE estimate

SEARS. KOFMIL (I(

n

Bel Air
Shopping Center
9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

BASEBALL
CARD
and
COMIC
BOOK
SHOW
Saturday, July 28
10 AM-5 PM
Executive Inn
Paducah, Ky.
*BUY*SELL*
*TRADE*
Free Admission

MISS EilUXLEY
HOW COULD YOU
MAKE SUCH A
MISTAKE ?!

REMEMBER WHEN
YOU HIRED NNE YOU
SAID I DIDN'T
HAVE 70 SE
BRILL iAr4T

GLASS Work Replace
or Repartly or clean
glass windows for the
home or business. Auto
glass plate glass window glass and
plexigiass storm windows, storm doors,
patio door glass and
screen replacement
FRANKFORT, Ky. work. Also
mirror glass
(AP) — The Kentucky shelves and table tops
Local Correctional plus store fixtures made
Faculties Construction to spec. MdkG Glass Co.
Dixieland Center. 753Authority awarded 0180.
more than $15.8 million Ent Bar Club, 10 year
in bond proceeds to 18 membership. 759-464.
counlles for new jail NEED a mini vacation
construction or close to home Try
Lakeview Cottages 502renovation.
436-5876.
The four counties that
will share $7,870,875 for
regional jails, according
to the announcement
Monday, are:
— Franklin County,
$3,108,732 for a jail that
will also serve Anderson, Scott and Owen
counties.
— Adair County
$1,053,830 for a jail that
TOYOTA BROKER
will also serve Green,
SAVE $'s
Taylor and Cumberland
Purchase
your
counties.
new Toyota car or
Mason County,
truck thru a broker
81,757,873 for a jail that
and
save. No
will also serve Roberteon. Fleming, Bracken
dealer markup. No
and Lewis counties.
extra charges_ All
Johnson County.
models available
81,950,840 for a jail that
for
immediate
w 1 L. also*. _rye
dint/ivy.
All
Lawrence, Martin and,
vehicles carry the
Itagoffin countiesstandard Toyota
warranty.
For
In 1949, Burma
details call (502)
became the first non885-1944 bet
Communist country Co
wean 7301000
recognize the Chinese
p.m. Monday thru
communist regime In
Peking
Friday

Downs doesn't do the
painting. He hired two
friends, Chris Metcalfe
and Connie Downs, his
sister-in-law, both
talented with a brush, to
do that.
He does the "filthy
work" — sanding and
cleaning the barrel tops
After the design and
painting are finished,
each clock is sealed,
varnished and the clock
assembly is installed. A
Wisconsin company
supplies him with the
clock kits, which he says
are easy to assemble.
Producing one barrel
clock takes more than
eight hours, he said.
Downs also makes
custom clocks. If a person wants a picture of
his pickup truck, his
home or even the family
name, he'll put it on a
barrel top.
"My most popular one
is the UK Wildcat
clock," he said.
He also has made barrel clocks of My Old

Do you have.
A Weight Problem?
Diabetes?
High Blood Pressure?
A $$$ Shortage?
We have an answer!
Call 753-7863 between 1 p.m. and 6
p.m.
Office Furniture
New shipment from
New `fork
Partial List Wood Chippendale desk. Credenza
and phone stand Very
large selection of metal
desk, choirs, files,
tables, bookcases. ea
cellent quality and
condition.
CRYTS USED
OFFICE FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
, Paducah 442-4302

CARD OF
THANKS
We, the family of
Eula Nanney wish
to express our
sincere thanks to all
the friends and
neighbors for their
kindness during our
time of sorrow. The
prayers, cards,
flowers, food, and
visits were greatly
appreciated.
Special thanks to
Rev.
Kendrick
Lewis
for
his
presence and words
of comfort, Wiley.
A.H. McLeod, Dr.
Charles
Clark,
nurses at MOCK
singers Leland and
Regina Peeler, Max
and Mason Churchill and staff. May
God Bless You All.
Bob and Kaye
Nanney, Jim, Lisa,
and Chris

LOST silver soft suitcase. Hwy. 94 West, Fri.
Reward for return of
clothes and shoes. Call
753-0477.

Reward
for the return of or information leading to
the return of a black
labrador retriever,
approx. 4 years old.
Answers to the
name Arnold. Disappeared from Coldwater on Saturday,
July 21, 1984 Call
489-2667
•

ATIT •
a. es
Now hiring demonostr•tors to sell
House of Loyd Toys and
GINA. Free $300 kit. No
collecting, delivering or
cash investment. Call
753403 after 4p.m.
PEIJERAL, 311. and
Civic Service Jobs now
avallakg,
--ur area
Call 1-M91-550-8304 for
Info. 24 hrs.
GOVERNMENT JOB&
818,559.150.6511/yetr.
Now Hiring Your area
Call 806-687-6000 Ext.
R.80.
uuv
surplus Cars
and Trucks under $100.
Now available In your
area. Call 1-(8151-649,
0341. 24 hrs.

Kentucky Home, the
Cookie Monster, one
with famliar Bourbon
labels, business logos
and animals.
-We want to satisfy
everyone," he said
Although a dreamer,
Downs concedes the
first year will be
critical. -We probably
won't make anything,"
he said But after that
he thinks there is a lot of
potential
"I hope and dream to
have a 60- by 80-foot
building one day I want
to have one room for
painting and screening,
an office and another
room for a loading
dock," he said. "We've
got a long way to go, but
that's my dream," he
said.
He also hopes to
employ 20 people
someday.
"You've got to keep
on dreaming. If you
don't have a dream,
you're just existing," he
said.

LIVE-In female companion for elderly Christian
lady to share light
housekeeping chores and
cooking duties. Days off
negotiable. Free room
and board in nice country
home. Call 753-5957 or
753-7219.
LOCAL Physian needs
mature receptionist,
with previous office
experience. Insurance
billing, light bookkeeping and pleasant telephone manners required. Salary according to experience. Send
resume to P.O. Box 270,
Murray, Ky.
MAR E ING Representative: Opening
for qualified candidate
In microcomputer industry. Candidate must
be ambitous, energetic
and able to sell. Excellent growth opportunity. Send resume in
confidence to: P.O. Box
1040A, Murray, Ky.
42071.
MONEYMAKING
balks. Up to $750 next
. weekend guaranteed I.
Send for Free Information. ?ender Publishing
Company. "Dept.'' A
Box 54. New Concord,
Ky. 42076.
PROCESS MAIL! $76
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
time. Start Immediately. Details-send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41,
Box 9014, Stuart, FL
33495.
WANTED Housekeeper
2-3 days per week. Must
be efficient, reliable,
and have several ref e rence . Some
babysitting. Send name,
address, phone number,
salary requirements
and days available to
P.O. Box 1040F,
Murray.
WANTED lady to stay
with or live in with eldrly
lady. Phone 753-5656 or
759-4529.
CARPENTER, 26 yrs:
experienced. You name
It . Call Farmington
345-2024 collect.
rXPERIENCED
Roofer: Free estimates:
Call 753-0222.
EXPERIENCED
teacher will tudor
students. 762-2751.
SPONSIBLE mother
of two will babyish in my
home. Near University
and Downtown. Prefer
parent and child to
come by and meet us.
416N. 8th.
FOR Sale 1890's Ice
Cream Parlor and
Fried Chicken Close to
MSU campus. profitab 1 e and well es •
tablished. Reason for
selling. starting 1.aw
School at Memphis in
the fall 758-3804

✓ P. gale or trade 24
Ft. Cabin Cruiser, Inboard. 753-9992 after
5p.m.
UYtYG AgTIQU S:
o ldDOLLS.
JEWELRY, CLOCKS,
vintage CLOTHING
prior 19401. 759-5988,
Ext. 111 Dorothy
rrALITY Built 10 speed
bicycle. Good or better
condition. under 1100
Call 763-7231 alter 12 noon
rtsaig4E32soLLr
SEipTTda
c
machine in good condition. 491-81.6..
WANTED. Good use
Aluminum Extension
Ladder, 24 feet long.
Call 753-040.
WANTED to buy: Hardwood timber. C•11
753-01188.
WOULD Like to buy
good used 80 inch
electric rang.. Call
753-11342 after 6:10p.m.

sillEfivrete•

r....!-.1..‘;rt

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFI
•

15 Articles tor Saks
10•50 I BR trailer for
rent or sale. Must sell
Slide in camper. 14 ft.
Jon Boat 30 h.p. Mar.
cury, depth finder.
trolling motor. 753-8560.
PRICE Bale Food
Dehydenators. Harvest
Maid brand. 4 models to
choose from
While
supply lasts. W•Ilin
Hardware, Paris, Th.
H P Riding Lawn
mower. 32" cut, good
condition. $275 756-1033.
DELUXE 15 Cu ft.
chest type freezer. almost new, 1250. Call
7561-4667
C.E. Refrigerator. $100.
759-9891 for more
information.

24
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ADVERT! EMENTS

Miscell

32 Apts for Rent
39 Pets-Supplies
43 Real Estate
47
Motorcycles
50 Used Trucks
53 Services Offered
53 Services ()tiered
1 AND 2 BR apta Lease
Effintatierrrnin
FOR Sale intercom and deposit required
DOG Obedience air
APPLIANCE repair CUSTOM
1974 YAMAHA 80, $250 11189 FORD TIO
Ehishisogging
pay
$40.000
for
a
vacation
System. 'Two Faison/ - Adults only No
Pickup. I cylinder, work all brands
condition room, day and
pets.
474-8091
home you use a week or 1980 Extra nice 175 standard
Courier seven-station 7599206.
Specialize in Tappan
evening, no jerking
transmission
Yamaha,
*450
19110
two
a
year'
Now
$8,500 to
masters, one remote 1
82.000, good condition. Call 753-5141 or 364-40001
training, humane and
BR lakefront apt In
116.800 very plush one. 2 Extra Nice 100
station, three paging Panarama
Earl Lovett
Shores Ap- affection, home or bedroom, completely Yamaha, $350 2 seater best offer Call 7596278
horns with talk -back pliances
BAILEY'S FARM
show
IFT1
Mary
FORD Pickup V.8 BLOCK Building,
Adelman
furnished, no
gocart. $350 3 Wheeler
furnished, easy terms
ability Cable for this children
436-3605
automatic
basements,
needs
en
garages.
LUMBER
or
or
motorcycle
pets. Lease
trailer.
Marina, golf, airport
system also available deposit
gine work
footing, floors, drive8650
required Call LORIE Parrott, red, nearby. tennis, fish or $675 Firm Call 7539115
For ell your
Phone (8021 753-4335
753-0115
ways
heart
Alm
back,
beautiful
brick
and
wort,
4363484.
just relax at Vacation 1980 KAWASAKI KZ440,
out budding needs
RAND split cedar 2
large or small jobs 24
BR apt., 14 bath, unusual 486-2147
Club international. H , extra low mileage Must 1973
759 1099
shingles PM per square
CHEVROLET years experience 75Er xn 68 at Barkley Bridge 001 sell. 7624783
appliances furnished, PLFG11-1nry-Corner of industrial Rd
lx10 aiding cedar channel air
conditioned. breed dog grooming. Jean Wilson 502424-6479 1980 YAMAHA 656 Cheyenne, V-8 auto- 5476.
rustic US per 100. TM fireplace,
matic, p.s
p.b
air,
fully car- 753-2915. Peggy LAKE BARKLEY Special, excellent con
ceder 326 per 100
Inssetion R•11100.11/111
$1,850. SAN at 1104 S.
peted Deposit required. Gardner
REED work on your
REALTY You get a feel- dition Must sell $450 or
K•shway Building Now
18th, Murray
CAMPBELL WELL
available. 1185
trees' Topping, pruning of owning a condo best offer 7539457
Materials. Hwy 641, month.
1870 JEEP. O3-11. metallic
DRILLING
40, Produce
Call 43647E6
ing.
shaping, complete
worldwide
with
your
1983 HONDA V 65, blue, white wheels,
North Benton Ky.
Ilackartim
full
in
removal and more. Call
BR apt. 3- miles from PEACHES. (Red
exchange permit
Magna $2,400 Call roll cage, rag top, good
527-1467.
Haven)
Cad Collect
town. No children. No Copeland
BOVER'S
TREE
753 3939
Orchard, You
LARGE, Large. Large pets.
condition Call 753-7797 or
901 362 3671 or
SERVICE for Pro$200 Call 753-8848 pick. $10 bushel, 2
selections of storage
1/2
436-2269
901 3626704
fessional tree care
before 9p.m.
miles West of Mayfteld on 44. Lots for Sale
48 Auto Services
buildings in stock for
Free Estimates
753-0338
3 RM. furnished apt. old Dublin road. Call
immediate delivery
62E- 1
1LITts of land 16 4 RIMS and 'urea, 1975 Ford Ranger
ACREE PORTABLE prefer man or couple. 8312
miles East of Murray
DO you have dead or
American
Racing
$50
security deposit.
F-100 axe Power
BUILDINGS. Mayfield,
One acre cleared, one wheels, Brand
unwanted trees that
For Sale Used Air
new,
$175 month. Gas heat,
Ky. 247-7831.
Steering,
acre wooded Ready to approximately
Power
need cutting or trees
Conditioners 34,000
300
furnished. Call 753-5263
build on $6,500 Call miles. wheels
MURRAY Satellite
that need topping' Will
Brakes, Air Condiseparate.
or 753-4723.
BTU to 5,000 BTU.
750-1223 after Sp m
Sales. Come by and
also do other clean up
Call days, 753.6005
tioning, New Paint,
Plums
Four
Guaranteed
We
check out our equip- COMPLETELY rework such as cutting
AURORA one to 10 acres After 6p.m. 492-8658
New Rebuilt Engine.
decorated
3
bedroom
unDifferen
ment.
Prices
shrubbery
t
start at
wooded Kentucky Lake Ask for Jeff.
or clean up
clean and repair
furnished apartment.
W ,20,000 Actual
grown
11,650
and
up areas. Free
area,
up.
from
All
$3.995,
nothing
GOOD Reconditioned
them , We also have
Varieties InMiles. Excellent Conequipment guaranteed. Will rent to up to 3 people
estimates. Call 437-4807
down,from $39 month, for Auto Batteries
,
large floor fans for
Office Hrs. Mon.-Fri. or family, no pets. 0240
home, mobile home, free guaranteed! 815 ex•
PINCR sales at Sears
dition and Respeccluding Ozark
sale
12-7, Sat 9-3. 1114 month. Call 753-7276.
information phone Mr
now. Call Sears 75.1-2310
table Price Can Be
change. Call 753-3711.
FRRNISHED
Premier
Plus
apts.
1
or
Poplar, 753-0263.
for free estimate for
DILL'S ELECTRIC
Shell 1-800-521-4996
rWPRT Auto
Seen At 1400 Vine
vage.
2 BR. Also efficiency
OAK
your
Firewoo
needa.
d.
753 9104
Some Apples.
New and used parts,
St Call 753-4783
LARGE lot in Can- 474-2325.
835/rick delivered. 753- apts. Zimmerman
Apts.,
S.
16th.
753-6600.
after
5
p.m.
Call
for
ask
Floyd
dlelight
Estate
SubFM 2 Shingles-$17.05 0211.
division near Almo. 49
David.
PANELING, Paneling, 3R apt. furnished. 7th
Aluminum Service Co.
Used Cars
sq.; 15 lb. felt-$8.00:
McKenzie
near Olive.
Road frontage on two
CD plywood-$6.50. Mid- Paneling. Lots of colors $240/month.
Aluminum and vinyl
1970 MG. good car,
Includes
sides.
Well
753-4725
and
septic
South Wholesale Build- to choose from, $4.65 gas heat and
siding. Custom trim
price right. 615-3629350
water.
1978 FORD Courier
tank. 753-4811
ODD job specialist,
ing Supply; 342 East and up. Mid -South Freshly painted.
1973 PONTIAC Cata• XLT, automatic tranCall
work. References.
ceiling fans, electrical,
Washington St., Paris. Wholesale Building 328-8234 nights
SILVER
Queen
White
line, p.s
or
p.b
smission,
Betty
with
,
cruise.
deluxe
plumbing,
Call
Will
Supply,
Ed
fencing. You
342 E.
Tn; 901442-2552.
Sweet Corn. $1•25 doz. 45 Farms for Sale
at 753-e476 days.
air, good shape, $700. topper, like new. Phone
name it, I do it. You
733-0681.
492-8280
RIDING Snapper lawn Washington, Paris, Tn , ONE and two
Will
trade
753-0114.
for
60
BR
ACRES
apt.
M/C.
30
acres
buy,
in
I
install. You
mower arid metal wa- 901-642-3562.
ELLOW sweet corn, crops with
near downtown Murray.
CHEVROLET Grain
14 acres Call 753-4530 after 5p.m.
break, I fix. Call 436gon, $350. Days 753-e372.
753-4109, 762.6650, 436- $1.00 per dozen. Ready tobacco, Cherry Corner 1974 CHRYSLER Truck with hoist Call L..LNItRAL HOME 21368.
Evenings 753-3430.
Mon.
REPAIR.
480-2392
15 yertes ex27. Mobile Homes tor Sale
2488.
area. P.O. Box 8080, Newport, Best offer. 492-8411.
perience. CarpOntry,
SNAP- On Mechanic
Nashville, TN. 37207 or 750-4471.
1978 FORD Van Ec- concrete,
41. Public Sales
Tools, large boxes, top 12350 2 BR, all electric,
plumbing,
Aluminum and Vinyl
615-228-3787
1974
FORD LTD Wagon, onollne, lift for wheel
78 model, like new 34. Houses tor Rent
roofing. siding NO JOB
and bottom. 1-247-5664.
siding and Aluminum
$900. 1960 Ford Pickup, chair. Call 753-5506 or 753- TO
Work 753-3321 or Home 2 BR, all electric,
SMALL.
Free
esTABLE iind 3 high back
$800. Call 753-0562.
trim for all houses. It
6310 after 5 PM.
750-4090 after 5:30.
46. Homes -for Sale
timates. Days 753-6973.
unfurnished home, exchairs. Early American
1975 MONTE Carlo,
stops painting.
-fliffr Chevrolet Melts 474-2276.
style. Excellent condi- 12•65 TRAILER and lot, tra nice. $225/month
BR, Brick home, formal good engine,
121 South
Sio,
excellent
excellent
condition.
3
miles
East
of Murray. rent. $150 security deJock Glover
InTERING by Sears.
tion. Dexter, Ky. 437.
dining room and living transportat
ion, new 753-5216.
Priced to sell. 753-8425
Lynnwood
posit. References
Sears continuous gut4546.
room. 2 baths, den kit- tires, clean
753-1873
inside,
ters
installed
for
your
chen, double car garage, needs body
Estates
k...XTLIfte.,D hardboard 1976 DETROTTER 14icg preferred Call 753-9829
work. 9300 51. Campers
specifications. Call
central
siding, 438'48.95, 2 BR, underpinning. 3 BR house, 7 miles easf
heat
and
air,
354-6778.
Third house
1971 20 FT. camper Sears 753-2310 for tree WE offer roofing, sid
woodburning stove, as- 1976
4!x9'-$9.96. While supply front and rear deck, of Murray on 280. Stove,
FORD Pinto, re- trailer, excellent condi- estimate
lag, painting, plumbing,
on left.
sumable loan. Eocated 3 built
lasts. Mid -South electric pole, central refrigerator furnished.
engine,
AM-FM
patios, additions. Free
tion.
759-4906.
heat
and
air.
753-5905
or $200 month plus deposit.
blocks from University on
Wholesale Building
Thurs. & Fri.
cassette. Can be seen at 1972 CHEVY Lark Mini
estimates.
PA Molony
753-1596.
436-2802.
dead
end
Supply; 342 East
street. Priced to 1606 College
Farm Rd.
Co., 753-8628.
Home, 21 ft., excellent
8-?
sell in mid $60's. Call
Washington St., Paris. 1977 SCHULTZ, 14 x'70, 3 3 OR 4 house and 2 BR
1976
PitirrO,
recently
condition,
bedroom
WILL
do
painting
bath
and
and
rear
1/2,
bath,
759-4626 after 5p.m.
Tn. 901-842-2552.
duplex, Murray. 492Furniture, baby
overhauled. $800 firm. refrigerator, a.c., d.c.,
lots of extras. Call 753- =5.
remodeling. Very re
• Hy-C 016.1Adry
474-8091
items,
dishes,
gas, 14 MPG. 436-5821.
0643 after 3 PM.
16. Home Furnishings
of Wu-I-ray and
asonble 20 years es•
.Covere Bird
R Rent or For Sale. 5
FrriHA repossed houses. 1976 PONTIAC Ventura, 1076 MIDAS Mini Motor
perience. Call Bill, 436
clothes, misc.
BASSETT 9 drawer 1980 LIBERTY 14•52 BR house located at
Murray Calloway local car, low mileage, Home, 23 ft., rear full
2326.
front
kitchen,
furPanorama
Shores. Lot
dresser with mirror and
small
County
V-8.
discount
10%
3
speed
Realty,
in bath, double air, 3 K.W.
304
matching nite stand, nished, washer and size 90x150. Owner
North 12th St. 753-8146 floor, air. p.s.. p.b., Gen. 753-0114.
for off season
dryer, underpinning, moving out of state. For
$325. Want to buy
Wall to Wall Yard Sale
hatchback. S1,495. 1803 1976 MIDAS Mini Motor
or Ron Talent 753-9894.
air condition. Call 753- more information call
luggage bubble for top
Hoodoos
Mini
College
Farm
Rd.
8825 or 753-4443.
Home, low mileage,
436-2742.
of scar. 7531649.
Storage, south of
1978 BUICK Regal, air, good condition. Call
DINING table with 4 1081 65x14, LIVED in 1 RICE house with I
4 BR house, 2
AM-FM cassette body 753-4808 after
Bunny Bread.
m
furnished
BR,
one
block
chairs, excellent condiexcellent, reciiah brown 1978 NOMAD- Camper,
baths, carport,
2 BR, 2 bath, central from MSU. Washer,
Sat., July 28. 8 a.m.
tion, $75. Living room
with ivory top. 762-4054.
air, washer and dryer, dryer, central heat.
sleeps
6,
gas
or
electric,
2100 sq. ft., 3
Proceeds of the Tailor
wingback chair, $45. dishwasher
1978 EL colc-km, per- full self contained. Can
753-3786.
Also apartments with 1
753.8123 anytime.
Shop fire. Smoke
acres, orchard,
fect
mechanical
be
and
seen
mile east of
or 2 BR. Call day,
damaged items. 300
25. Mobile Homes for Rent
isl-EtWORK, complete
physical condition. 1803 Lynn Grove or call
outbuildings. Must
753-1396. Night, 753-0606.
19. Farm Equipment
blue jeans, sewing
College Farm Rd.
removal., topping or
435-4166.
3 OR 3 BR furnished, TWO BR brick, range,
sell.
$49,000.
5
USED Irrigation pipe carpeted, new furnimachines,
cash
trimmin
1978
g. E aPONTIAC
Phoenix
minutes from Murand equipment. 4"5"6" ture, air conditioned, refrigerator, air cond.,
52 Boats•Notors
register, tables. chairs,
by Sears. TVA ap- perienced. Reasonable
2 door, hard top p s
large lot, 8 miles S.E. of
pipe with risers and natural gas.
proved.
Save
rates.
on
p.b.,
ray
those
753-0211
mirrors and sewing noand air, 62,xxx 1974 ANCFIORCRAFT,
near Almo
Shady Murray. Married
sprinklers. Used center Oaks. 753-5209.
miles, reasonable offer. 14 ft. fiberglass Ski high heating and cool- WET BASEMENT? We
tions. Everything must
couples only. Ref. and
Heights.
pivots, hose tows.
Can be seen at 530 Boat, Tr -hull, Walk- trig bills. Call Sears make wet basements
be sold
1 BR trailer for rent. deposit. Call 492-8504.
753-1934
travelers. Also 6810"
or
Broad St. or call 753- Thru, 65 h.p. Mercury 753-2310 for free dry. Work completely
Call 753-5242 or 354-8795.
gated pipe. We deliver.
estimate.
5672.
753-1861 after 7
36. For Rent or Lease
guaranteed. Call or
with trailer. 7564664.
BRANNAN IRRIGA- NICE 2 BR trailer, near
1979 BUICK LeSabre, 4 12 PT. Pontoon House 70INER'S Tree Service. write Morgan Conp.m.
TION, 2204 Fair, Poplar Murray, no pets. Call 'OMMERCIAL Zone
experience.
years
30
dr.,
Also
loaded,
excellent
struction
Co. Rt. 2, Box
Boat, bath, holding
Downtown Location
Bluff, Mo. 63901. 314-686- 489-2611.
condition, new tires. tank, stove, refrigera- bucket truck for hire. Call 409A, Paducah, Ky.
2066 nights. 314-246-2448 TRAILER for rent. See Brick and block buildWed thru Sat.
753-03e6.
753-8452 after 5p.m.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
tor,
sleeps
4
or
more.
At
Brandon
rNJOY
ing
Dill,
(46'x70'),
county
Dill's
living
3,000 to
days. Ask for Mike
dra
Everyday til dark close to town and for 1 9 79 HONDA Civic, Sportsman's Marina.
Trailer Ct.
4,000 square feet.
Brannan.
37,000 miles, Call 753- Aurora, Ky. 753-7847.
HWILER lot for rent. 5 Overhead doors, office
1315 Olive Blvd. sale by owner. Custom 3621.
After 5, 753-4818.
20. _Sports Equipment
built 3 BR brick home.
miles from Murray. $45 rooms in place, gas
53. Services Offered
One block from
red wood deck, 2 cera- 1983 COUGAR, loaded
WINCHESTER-, 1506 per month water in- heat, new roof, paved
excellent
condition, $9.
mic
lot
tile
University
(70'x135'1,
baths, central
sprinkler
CAR STEREO ser ammo sows
XTR. 12 guage, full cluded. Call 753-9773.
system. 209 South 7th
heat and air. attached 2 700. Call 437-4890.
choke, vent rib, new, Shot
Large
assortment
DUNE
30. Business Rentals
Buggy, good
Street, Murray, KY
car garage with auto4 times. 8300 Call
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
including
42071, Phone (502) 753matic door opener. condition, 1830. 18.000
753-7804.
4 Car Cleanup or
4335.
Located on large lot. BTU 110 volt air conDixieland Center Open Til 6
children's clothes
ditioner.
Shop.
Body
753-2900
404
North
Just outside city limits.
or
22 . Musical
household
&
37. Livestock -Supplies
Must be seen to ap- 753-5702 after Sp
th. Office, bathroom
LUDWID 5 pc drum se(
preciate call 753-0977.
items.
FIBERGLASS Buggy.
AQ14.A. Gelding • Bay air
compressor
and
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•••••••••••
•
Zildjian H.H. crash and
AM-FM stereo, 8 track, APPLIANC
FOR Sale by owner
English or Western,
E- SERgas heat. $375.
ride cymbols. Must sell
•
BR house. 4th Street less than 3,000 miles VICE. Kenmore,
excellent disposition
PS
$500. 753-8056.
53 3018 after 7 p.m. and manners. Will
•
Extended. Ap- since rebuilt. Built for Westinghouse. •
show
FAMILY
3
highway
proximately
use,
very
3
•
acres.
or pleasure. Moving
Whirlpool. 21 years
24 Miscellaneous
a.
474-2325.
City
water.
CUSTOM
Electric
KITCHEN
CABINETS
Must sell. 354-8778.
•
•
experience.
YARD SALE
Parts and
Mini
heat. $21,500 will con- LOW mileage, clean service. Bobby Hopper. •
CLEAltANCE SALE.
WESTERN leather
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•
Thurs. & Fri.
sider half down, rest 1969 Pinto Wagon, Bob's Appliance SerTillers. 5 h.p. Briggs
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
saddle. Used very little.
Warehouse
•
•
financed 5 yrs. 10 automatic, p.s.. p.b., vice. 202 S. 5th St.
and Stratton engines,
8 am.- 4 p.m.
SOLID
Excellent condition.
CABINETS
WOOD
RAISED
&
PANEL
DOORS
0
Storage Space
percent interest. Write runs good. $1,495. Call 753-4872. 753.8886 •
chain drive, 1229.99
• Osk • Walnut • CKorry
759-9948 after 41.m
2107 Coldwater Rd.
•
GUNCASES
MANTLES
Lavdermilk, 905 South 489-2792.
•
BOOKCASES
Wallin Hardware,
•
For Rent
(home).
3rd house on left
•KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
BrIttlan, Shelbyville,
38. Pets-Supplies
Parts.
•CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
753-1492
TN. 37160.
north of Shady
CONCRETE Mix 86
"tegle
AEC Basset Hound
FURNITURE REFINISHING
lb.-81 85; Mortar Mix
•cosuvrnoys ponces
puppies
Oaks Trailer Ct.
Also ARC
•
HOUSE-5 ACRES. Ex82.35. Just add water!
DroP
Beagle
puppies
753-5940
interior,
Home
curtains,
Want to Rent
0••• Dlepany
cellent condition, all
Mid-South Wholesale 31
489-2599.
bedspreads, nice men
appliances, garage,
Building Supply; 342 WIT11-15F (17T-11 1
o buy.
1212 Main Murray. Ky
and ladies clothes, lots
workshop, shed, fruit
East Washington St.. modest 2 BR house In or
of misc items
Frozen Brine
trees, berries. Must
Paris, Tn. 901-642-2552
near Murray. P 0 Box
sell. 436-2181.
FIBERGLASS panels, 2228, Puryear, Tn
Shrimp
SMALL house on ap•
Your choice- white or 38251.
Hand Tamed
proximately 1 acre.
green. 844.75; 10'4 3 . Real Estate
Cockatiels
Also a 2 BR trailer.
15.85; 12', $6.95. Mid- 32. Apts for Rent
759-1044.
PET
PEN
South Wholesale BuildINU applications
STROUT
ing Supply, 342 E
1101 Story Ave
for Section 8. Rent
47
Motorcycles
REALTY
Washington, Paris, Tn. Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
759-1322
901-642-2552.
BR. Apply Hilldale
1950 DANTLEAD. comLou Ann Phipot 753-43E143
pletely rebuilt. Call
RAILROAD Ties, 9100 Apts , Hardin, Ky AEC Doberman pupWayne Wilson 753-5086
and up. Call 753-2905 or Equal Housing pies. Red - Black • Blue.
474-2325.
Joe 1. Kennon 436 56711
Born June 16th Good
Opportunity.
435-4343 or 435-4319.
1974 HONDA 380 CL.
1912 Coldwater Road
bloodline. 437.4478.
excellent -condition. 4,
Wanly Kentucky 42071
ARC Dobermaa, shots
miles, furring and
200
753-01E16
1502/
and wormed, tali clipDAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
extras, senior citizen
Anytime
ped 875. Call after
ridden
Gold
only, always
Silver
JOE 1. KENNON
ap.m. 615-232-8467
garaged $696. Call 436Closed
Closed
erelter
ARC Registered Boston
2763
licensed & Bonded
Yesterday 344.75
Yesterday
7.15
Terrier puppies 6
1934 200 S 3 Wheeler,
Opened
Opened
weeks old. 753-7438.
51050.437-4261.

ROOFING!'

FOR SALE

'•7•7
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15 Years
Experience
References
Free Estimates

436-2999

YARD SALE

sTalEr

Chim Chim
Chimney Sweeps
753-3445
762-4792
rzsrucrintrmirmyrri

Bailey's
Carpet
Cleaning
759-1983

YARD SALE

ea PIONEER'

ALPINE.

•

NEW CONCORD-3 BR

•

MURRAY SATELLITE
SALES

Today
Up

339.50
4.75

Today
Up

Live and Work at Home
Four bedroom home with
two-bay shop. Beautiful shaded lot on blacktop road - 5
miles West of Murray. Immediate occupancy and liberal
terms. Call Bill Dodson Days 753-3231 - Evenings
- 753-5686

7 26
11

Compliments of.
GOLD 8 SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA

715 711.1
IN, buy Gold %du., a Donnnund•
HOW% 10 6 Dooly 12 S Sandlot/

k-

Sale 71/2 ft. Fiberglass Dish, 60
degree LNA with Visa 500
Receiver. Installed for only
$1,325
Mon.-Fri. 12-7
Sat. 9-3
753-9263

Enter The Exciting New World of
HOME VIDEO, INC.
We will video tap* your.weddings.
birthdays and family rikunions.
Anything you feel important enough
to keep a permanent record of we will
record.
Homo Inventories
Wills
For Insurance FRirpov
-.‘
Reasonebtis priced originals.
Copies available.
HOME VIDEO, INC.
437-4478

4
Custom Farm Spraying
& Irrigation Systems
Hughes Farm Services
Murray, Ky.
For all your spraying needs In row crops
or In tobacco. Also complet• Irrigation
system 1. supplies for large or small lobs.
Phone: Hughes Farm Services 733-4096
Day or Night

#791 Out-of-State Owner
Wants Offer
•

On R. Lake. 2 RR. 2 baths, large
using room & kitchen, tireat
room with stone wall & wood burning
stove. Also a place to park
your boat.
Contact Geri Anderson
at

KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222

Large Lot Overlooking Kentucky
Lake,. 2 Bedroom. 2 Bath, 18x24
Den. Large Porch 8i Decks. Basement, Central Heat & Air, Range.
Refrigerator, Dishwasher & Franklin
Stove included, Carpeting & Insulation, Garage with Workshop.
$39,900 Immediate Possession

STROUT REALTY 753-0186

STARK'S MOBILE HOME
PARTS AND SUPPLIES
'House type and standard doors • Windo,,,,

end window ports •Anchors ond accessories
•9inyl skirting ,with 10 yrs worrantyi
Cool'ng •Wdod or fiberglass steps •Ceilino
board 'Plumbing *Aluminum siding *Floc,'
rents •Wafer heaters “UTROCPS and centro
air conditioning
Located 1 miles south of Benton on Hwy 64'

753.2922

Dear Valued Customer:
With our expansion in Mayfield a year ago, we greatly incresed our ability to service the horn* furnishing needs of
this area. We have added a complete design center including
an experienced interior designer, a complete selection of
custom draperies, bedspreads, and wallpaper. We have, of
course, continued in our tradition of offering quality furnishings at the lowest possible price. We have recently signed
anew three year lease on our building end plan to be a part
of Mayfield's growing downtown shopping district for years
to come. Thanks tor a great first year!

FAMOUS BRANDS AT
SALE REDUCTIONS!!
*BASSETT
•SEALY
*LANE
*BROYHILL
*SINGER
*BURLINGTON
•KROEHLER
*STRATFORD
*AMERICAN DREW •FLEXSTEEL
*TREND WEST
•STRATOLOUNGER
•BERKLINE
MANY MORE!
'PLUS
*LEA

WOOD DINETTE SET
And The Murray Store Is Joining Also

SLEEPER SOFA!
Kroehler Full Size Sleeper.
100% Nylon Cover. Solid Oak
Frame. List $499.95

3 DAYS ONLY
Thurs. Thru Sat.

42' Formica Top Table and
4 all Wood Chairs.
List $349.95

Closed All Day Wed.
BASSETT SOLID
411 PINE BEDROOM

SENSATIONAL VALUE!

UNFINISHED BAR STOOLS!

Reg. $29.95

All Wood Colonial Styling
includes Triple Dresser, Hutch
Mirror, 5 Drawer Chest,
Head and Footboard.

Solid Oak BAR STOOLS
With Rush Seat. 24" or 30" Sizes.

HEATER-VIBRATOR
RECLINER
2 Position Recliner in Cleanable
Vinyl Cover, Complete with Heater
and Vibrator System.
List $299.95

YHILL SOLID
CHERRY TABLES
Beautiful Queen Anne Style.
Choice of 3 Tables at our low price
Oval Cocktail, Oval End, Drawer End
List $259.95

$ 1 38°°

79800

Selected group of Brass and
Glass accessories and many
Framed Pictures

List $1149.95$

CUSTOM DRAPERIES
Choose any style or fabric
from hundreds of Drapery or
Mini-Blind samples and
receive 15% Off any custom
special order.

SOFA AND LOVE SEAT

Kroehler Contemporary Haitian Cotton SOFA AND
LOVESEAT with Macrame
Throw Cushions. Loose Seat

and Backragittions. Stool Coil
Springs. Oak Frame

Each

SEALY BEDDING!
All SEALY
POSTUREPEDIC BEDDING

INSTOCK

Rog. $1149.95
Q0~ Sleeper Also Available

FREE PRIZES!

All 6 Pieces

Special
Anniversary
Hours:
9-8 Thursday
& Friday
9-5 Saturday

$ 1 5800

LIST 4399.95 Queen
LIST $99.95 Twin Size Mattress and
Sias Mattress er Feuri- Foundation. Medium
dation, Medium Frim. Firm

Register for prizes
including lamps and
a set of mattress
and springs.
Register at either
the Murray or
Mayfield Stores.
OAK OR PINE
BROYHILL TABLE, 4 CHAIRS
AND LIGHTED
CHINA CABINET

KING WATERBED
Complete King Size Waterbed System
including Frame, Deck, Pedestal, Mattress,
Liner and Heater.
List $249.95

$ 19800
Per Set

LIST $349.95 Bassett
Oak 6 Gun Cabinet.
Beautiful
Locking
Glass Door Cabinet
with Imprint on Doors
at Bottom Cabinet.

LIST $349.95 Set of
Tables, 2 Storage End
Tables and Storage
DocktailTab:
Aji 3 e
a
.
bee
0
80k
.
Finish.
$198.

8198°°
The beauty and dependability
of a 100% wool oriental
rug can now be yours.
Variety of styles, colors & sizes

LIST $129.95 Wood
Bar Stools. Maple or
Pine Finish. Swivel
Seats with Back. 24"
or 30" Sizes. Limited
Quantities.

LIST 489.96 Lamps
Many Styles includ
Wood. Brass, an
Glass. Some one of
kind. Some Sets

$28°°Ea

DUNN FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
(1

4

641 North
IV1ortay

9-8 Thursday & Friday
9 5 Saturday

THE JCPENNEY WEEKLY BUYING GUIDE

In transit,
In great styles by
Great Connections.

20% to
28% off
Great Connections puts juniors
on the fashion express to new
looks in natural colors Sweaters
and vests in all cotton. the rest
in polyester
Reg Sale
Crewneck pullover vest 514 9.99
Belted gabardine pants 523 17 99
Mesh pullover sweater $24 17.99
Double-breasted blazer 530 22.99
Solid dobby blouse
$19 14.99
Belted gabardine skirt 521 15.99

FASHION
PREVIEW
SALE

•telt AC POMO"

Ma Mail

All family jackets, at savings as big as all outdoors. Hey gan

Cozy up to our greatest collection of family jackets
ever! And every one on sale at 25% off.
For women: down looks, neat pleats, shorties and
more. In fashion fabrics, fashion colors.
For children: everything from quilted chintz and down
to crisp poplin. The styles young actives like, in the
practical fabrics parents admire. All 25% off now!

6(121

All our Motion'
mixers are on sale!
In petite, misses'
and women's sizes.

A. Sale 15.99, Reg. $21. Start your outfit
with a pretty Motion'" blouse in prints or
solids. With convertible stand-up collar,
easy shoulder tucking. In easy-care
woven polyester; misses' and petite sizes.
B. Women's sizes. Reg. $23 Sale 18.99
More Motion" separates, for the casual
look plus comfort and fit. Stretch woven
texturized polyester lets you enjoy freedom
of movement in pants and blazers. Waists
feature comfortable, concealed elastic.
In colors to mix and match.
Reg. Sale
$50 39.99
.
C. Blazer coordinate
D. Misses or petite pants . $18 13.99
$20 15.99
E. Women's pants

F.Sale 824,!Leg $30.Mid-heel Brazilian
*ether purhp Mtn Dow
•
G. Selo 11.20, Reg $14. Comfortable
polyurethane tee-strap walking shoe with
insole
idcin13.60, Reg $22 Light and breezy
Ste
sh
high-heeled urethane sandal
J. Sole 20.80, Reg $28 Open-toe highheeled urethane sling

IT

For men: transitionals with linings, zip fronts with
snappi epaulets, elastic waists, more. And 25% oft!
1-furry in, buy for your whole family.
Sale
Reg
Shown, left to right:
58.99
. $79
Misses' patterned topper .
26.25
$75
Juniors' wool pleat jacket
37.50
$50
Men's reversible corduroy

Girls quilted chintz
Little boys' chest-flap jacket
Boys' poplin jacket
Little girls' chintz and corduroy
Men's transitional jacket
Toddler boys' down-look jacket
Only Toddler's- poplin bomber

$30
$26
$38
$25
$45
$18
$22

22.50
19.50
28.50
18.75
33.75
13.50
16.50

7(12)

All our Par Four
separates on sale!
Jackets, sweaters,
shirts, pants, skirts.
Par Four* has you covered. In separates that
are made to be partnered different ways on
different days. Everything from knit shirts to
twill skirts and casual jeans_ Plus jackets to
complete the look. Choose pastels, bright
stripes or solids. In polyester cotton or cotton,
misses' and women's sizes
Reg
Sale
A. Striped knit placket top
$15 11.99
B. 34 sleeve jacket
.
$25 19.99
C. Belted man-tailored slack
$24 18.99
D. Cotton oxford shirt
$16 11.99
E. Crewneck striped sweater
$25 18.99
F. Belted twill skirt
G. Tipped collar top
$1
22
4 16
0.49
99
H. Belted cotton jeans
$25 19.99

Our entire line of
vinyl handbags on sale.

30% off
Carry off great savings on all our vinyl handbags From a snakeskin textured clutch to a
spacious double handled fabric look tb a
hobo style shoulder bag In fashion solids
•
Reg Sale
J. Double-handle grained look
1200 8.40
JC!'Ider beg .•
k1.00 7.70
,
L Snakeskin style clutch
700 4.90

3(12)

Look how Par Fourg coordinates show up new for the
coming months! Starting with solid colors that work
well together for a sporty look, or mix with sthpes and
plaids. Shirts are comfortable easy-care cotton/
polyester; pants are polyestercotton or blends of
polyester, rayon and acrylic. Men's sizes.
A. Long-sleeve woven Oxford shirt
B. Elastic-back twill jeans
C. Flair-collar golf shirt
D. Belted twill slack
E. Contrast-collar shirt
F. Belted flannel slacks

mi!g"!..
A. S&....1" *9, Reg. $16. The Lemon Ta
sweat shirt in fleece is sparked with a colorful inset
panel. Polyester/cotton for sizes S,M,L.XL.
8. Selo UM*,meg. 5Z4.AAMer• makes path*
stylish in pre-washed all cotton canvas. With snappy
accents and zippers. Cool colors for S,M,L,XL.
C.Salo 9.99, Reg. $13. Loafers* saddle-shoulder
knit in cool, comfortable all cotton. And your choice
of COWS from bright to basic Sizes S,M,L,XL
D. Sale 17.99, Reg $22. City Streets'slacks
include their own color-coordinated leather-tab bell
All the great basic colors in polyester

Say, handsome!
Save on all Par Four'
shirts arid slacks
in new season colors.

E. Sale 9.99, Reg $14. Lemon Twist* splashes
color on front and back Shoutoers of a lightweight
Polyester/cotton jersey with short sleeves.
In S.M.LXL F. Sale 10.99, Reg. $14. Levi's" classic Pique knit
shows off the distinctive Levi's* name. Polyester/
cotton in new-season colors: sizes S,M,L,XL
G. Side 12.99, Reg. $21. Cohere 5-pocket jeans in
12 oz. cotton denim with embroidered back pockets.

20% off
Team navy with navy for smart dress,.
or business looks, switch to navy with
grey for easy after-hours And your
Comfort* threesome travels without muss,
thanks to air-textured washable polyester
Men's sizes

20% off

C. Reg. $18. Whatever your taste we have
the shirts for you, at savings. Like our
Stafford ^ oxford button-down and Classic
Collection fancies. Or choose our Gentry*
fitted fancies. In blends of cotton and
polyester; men's sizes_

D. Sale 31.99, Reg. 39.99. Tassel loafer in
black and brown.
E. Sale 39.99, Reg. $50. Classic wing-tip
oxford in black, cordovan and brown.
F. Sale 39.99, Reg. $50. Moccasin loafer in
black, cordovan and brown.

fake off in energetic tops with geornetnc designs or

25% off

dashing.ripes Or turn on to sensational solids like
electnc blue, royal and Jade. Pull on active pants
in coordinating colors, and you've got the look
Our colorful activewear is going to make going back
to school more fun than ever All in easy-care
cottonipolyester Jr. Hi girls' sizes S,M,L and 6-14
Boys' sizes M,L,XL.

B. Cotter' elastic-waist pants
C. The Fox'placket shirt
D. Elastic-waist active pants
E. Peter B* screen-print top
F. 3,4-sleeve dolman top

<

All The Fox shirts
for boys and girls
are on sale at

25% off

Catch 'ern while they're savings priced' The agile
Fox • hops and skips from am top m.. then
jumps right back into action tomorrow. Cotton
polyester knit in colorful stripes for all ages
Reg. Sale
A. Boys Fox:8-20
$12 9.00
B. Girls' Fox': $,M.L
$12 9.00
C. Little girls' Fox,4-6x
$11 8.25
D. Little boys' Fox':4-7
$10 7.50
E.,Sale 10.50, Reg $14 Boys' twill pants with
elastic waist, bellows front and zipper back
pockets Polyester cotton in sizes 8-20
F. Sale 9.75, Reg $13 The Fox
active
pant for girls features an elastic waistband with
Fox logo In polyester cotton for sizes 7 to 14

•
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Everything's coming up wildflowers, plaids
and stripes galore! Pick from a whole
department-full of styles in colorful easycare woven cotton/polyester. All at easyto-take 25% savings.
Reg. Sale
A. Pique collar style; 4-6x .
$20 15.00
B. Asymmetrical mini; 4-6x
$15 11.25
C. Puffed sleeve mini; 7-14
$18 13.50

G

Match up savings
on girls' handbags,
anklets and tights.

25% off
D. Sale 5.25, Reg $7 Rubberized nylon
shoulder bag with rubber-look rib trim
E. Sale 2.62, Reg 3 50. Rainbow canvas
shoulder bag with screen-print hearts
F. Sale 1.64, Reg 2 19; 3 prs Cuffed
stretch nylon anklets in S,M,L.
G.Sale 1.68, Reg 2 25 Run-resistant
opaque nylon tights, cotton panel S,M,L
H. Cable knee-hrghs in actylio'stretch
nylon S,M,L Reg 1 49, Sale 1.11

r-

•11
Sweater up,
in cotton pointelle.
At 25% savings.

Sale
11.99

Reg.$16. Pick a color, any color. Then,
pull over our pretty pointelles in bright
jade, berry, red and more. All-cotton for
misses' sizes.
Women's sizes. Peg_ $18. Sale 13.99
All sale prices effective through Saturday,
July 28th.

z
JCPenney

•

EVENT STARTS WEDNESDAY. JULY 25, 1984.
•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Shin)Sunday I 230 to 6'00pm
Monday thru Friday 9.00em to 9'00pm
Saturday 9.00am to 9:30Pm
Store Phone 759-1400 • Catalog Phone 759-4080
SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SATURDAY,JULY 28, 1984
Advertising Supplement to MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday, July 25, 1984
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